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Two men
arrested
in Boone's
theft case

WORK DOWN UNDER
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Staff Report
Police officers cut down
throughout the region 810 marijuana plants — more than a third
of those in Calloway County —
with a street value of $1.62 million last week.
Officers from Kentucky State
Police
Post
One, Drug
Enforcement/Special
Investigations Section, KSP
Aircraft Branch, Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, Calloway County
Department
Sheriff's
and
Pennyrile Narcotics Task Force
eradicated the plants from
Monday to Saturday.
In Calloway County, officer
cut down 249 plants, according
to a KSP release. Elsewhere,
232 plants in Graves County,
150 plants in Livingston
County. 76 plants in Lyon
County and 103 plants in
Hickman County. Officers estimate the street value of the marijuana to be $1.62 million.
Four arrests are pending with
one state and four federal
charges in Calloway and Lyon
counties.
The investigation is continuing by Kentucky State Police.
Troopers will continue their
marijuana eradication efforts
throughout the summer. To
anonymously report any type of
suspected illegal drug activity.
call the KSP toll-free tip line, Iis
which
800-DOPETIF
answered 24 hours a day. People
also may call KSP directly at 1800-222-5555.
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Emergency
responders
consider
Reverse 911

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
DEEP AND WIDE: Murray State University maintenance crews worked late last week on a
sewer replacement project at Lovett Auditorium, The project has involved replacing old, original lines, according to Scott Barnes, director of buildings maintenance at MSU. He said the
work should be completed in about a week. Looking on are truck drivers, equipment operators
and others waiting to work on their portion of the project.

By BEN FELLER
Associated Press Writer
CHARLESTON. S.C. (APi
— President Bush, trying to jusufy the Iraq war, cited intelligence
reports Tuesday he said showed a
link between al-Qaida's operation
in Iraq and the tenor group that
attacked the United States on
Sept. II, 2001. Denakrats dismissed Bush's argument.
-The merger between alQaida and its Iraqi affiliate is an
alliance of killers and that is why
the finest military in the world is
on their trail," Bush said at
Charleston Air Force Base. a
launching point for cargo and
military personnel headed to Iraq.
Citing security details he
declassified for his speech, Bush
described al-Qaida's burgeoning
operation in Iraq as a direct threat
to the United States. Bush
accused critics in Congress of
misleading the American public
by suggesting otherwise
"That's like watching a man
walk into a hank with a mask and
a gun and saying. 'He's probably
just them to cash a check,— Bush
told troops at Charleston Air
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Six
Calloway
County
Sheriff's Department cruisers
have been recently equipped
with mobile data hardware connecting them to state and federal databases. The installation
moves the department another
step forward in the 21st century
fight against crime.
The mobile data terminal, or
MDT,is used to acquire instant,
electronic information on driver's licensing, outstanding
fines, tickets and other warrants, wanted fugitives, stolen
vehicle reports
and other
crime-related data while also
allowing instant communication
between
similarlyequipped vehicles.
The computer also allows a
patrol officer to obtain the
information without relying on
calling a 911 dispatch operator;
thus speeding investigation
time and setting an emergency
dispatcher free to perform other
duties. That's very important
during heavy emergency traffic.
Sheriff Bill Marcum says the
MDTs will serve as an invaluable tool in law enforcement
operations and he hopes to
obtain as many as possible for
the remainder of the department's vehicles.
"We got them and they are
great. They're marvelous." he

told members of the Local
Emergency
Planning
Committee during a meeting at
Murray
State
University
Monday.
However he
noted later that
the department
needs
still
three scanners
and six printers
will
which
allow deputies
to write and
issue tickets
much
faster
Marcum
than before.
"We can still get the information we need and put it in we
just can't print any of it right
now," Marcum said. "We can
still run license plates, get our
messages and things like that.
The rest of that will come
later."
A printer cost about $200
and funding is not yet available
to purchase the hardware. The
terminals were purchased with
of a $110,000 Homeland
c
.E.4rt
ecurity grant obtained through
he
Purchase
Area
Development District. The
grant paid for 14 terminals with
six of those provided to the
Calloway County Sheriffs
Department and others to law
enforcement agencies in the
PADD region.
At least 13 Murray Police
Department cruisers have been
equipped with MDTs and printers, according to Chief Ken
Claud. Murray State Public
Safety Department reportedly
has about four of the terminals.
County
Emergency
Management Director Jeff
Steen told Marcum. Claud, and
II

See Page 2A
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Bush warns that al-Qaida threat
persists, sees link with Iraq
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Data terminals
help officers
work quicker

Staff Report
Two Murray men were
charged with taking money from
Bootie's Laundry on 12th Street
earlier this month.
Murray
Police
Department
officers
charged
Thomas
C.
Reynolds, 26,
and
Bruce
Lennox, 23,
each with two
Reynolds felony offenses
— theft by
unlawful taking from a coin
machine and first-degree criirninal mischief. Both men were
lodged in the Calloway County
Jail
MPD began
investigating
the theft after it
was reported
July 8. The susII •
pects entered
Boone's at 501
N. 12th St.,
damaged
a
change
machine and
Lennox
took an undisclosed amount of money,
according to a MPD release.
Officer Tim Former developed a suspect based on a tip
that officer Scott Svebakken
received. That led to Reynolds'
arrest, according to the MPD
release. Detective
Kendra
Smith's further investigation led
to Lennox being identified as a
second suspect.

Hundreds of
marijuana
plants found
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Force Base.
Bush is up
against highly
skeptical audiences with 18
• months left in
I k
office. The public has largely
lost faith in the
war, Congress
is
weighing
Bush
ways to end it,
and international partners have
fading memories of the 2001
attacks against the U.S. Six years
later. terrorist leader Osama bin
Laden remains at large.
'The president's claim that the
war in Iraq is protecting us from
al-Qaida is as misguided and dangerous as the conclusions that
drove us to Iraq in the first place."
said Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid. -The fact is that our
continued flawed strategy in Iraq
is emboldening and unifying alQaida, both in that country and
elsewhere."
Sen. John Kerry, fl-Mass.,
said Bush "is trying to scare the
American people into believing
that al-Qaida is the rationale for

•

continuing the war in Iraq." But
Kerry said Bush presented no
new evidence to back that up, and
added: "The president is picking
the wrong rationale for this war.
Al-Qaida is not the principal
killer of Amencan forces in Iraq."
In broad strokes, Bush linked
the Iraq war to an event that
Americans remember deeply —
the Sept. II attacks, not the sectarian strife among Iraqis, which
has caused some to question U.S. i
military involvement.
Al-Qaida, led by Osarna bin
Laden, orchestrated the terrorist
strikes on the United States by
turning hijacked airplanes into
killing machines. Now a fresh
intelligence estimate warns that
the United States is in a heightened threat environment, mainly
from al-Qaida. The terror group is
seizing upon its affiliate, al-Qaida
in Iraq, to recruit members and
organize attacks, the report
TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger & Times
found.
"I've presented intelligence Murray State football players Zach Knight, Sam Hensley, Tyler
that clearly establishes this con- Sinclair and Will Werner help clean up the grounds at Murraynection." Bush said after spelling Calloway County Hospital Tuesday afternoon. The four were
part of a group of more than a dozen Racer football players
•See Page 2A
who volunteered their time for the clean-up effort.
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Survey: Ky. still lags in kids' well-being
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky continues to rank
among the 10 states with the
highest percentage of children
living in poverty. according to a
survey released Wednesday
The annual KIDS COUNT
survey, coordinated by the
Annie E. Casey Foundation of
Baltimore,
also
ranked
Kentucky as the 40th worst state
in the overall well-being of children, an improvement front last
year when the state ranked
42nd.
-The overall picture still
should be a source of concern
for Kentuckians," said Terry
Brooks. executive director of
Kentucky Youth Advocates.
"We, as a state, would not tolerate ranking 40th in the nation in

business or basketball and we
can't tolerate ranking 40th in the
nation for children."
The survey ranked Kentucky
41st in the percentage of children
living
in
poverty.
According to the study, 22 percent of Kentucky children lived
in poverty between 2000 and
2005.
The state ranked 44th in the
percentage of children living in
homes where neither parent had
full-time employment, 44th in
the teen death rate, and 45th in
the percentage of teens who are
neither in school nor working.
One of the most eye-catching
findings. Brooks said, was that
the death rate for children worsened by 4 percent from 2000 to
2004. The state ranks 32nd in
the number of children per
100,000 who died between the

ages of I and 14.
Brooks said the No. I cause
of death among children is car
crashes. He said the General
Assembly could reduce the
child death rate by mandating
the use of booster seats.
Kentucky Youth Advocates
renewed its call for a law that
would require children from 4
to 7 years old who are between
40 inches and 57 inches tall
and who weigh less than 80
pounds be placed in booster
seats. Already, state law
requires children younger than
4 to ride in protective car seats.
"There's really no excuse
for the General Assembly not
to enact a booster seat law,"
Brookl said. "Our frustration
on booster seats is that it certainly is not an issue of partisanship. You're not talking

•Data terminals ...

about budget implications.
You're simply talking about
the political will to act on
behalf of kids."
The state's teen death rate is
expected to decrease in years to
come
because legislators
passed a law in 2006 requiring
more training for new teenage
drivers, said Tara GrieshopGoodwin, KIDS COUNT coordinator in Kentucky.
The law created an intermediate license that requires teens
to wait at least six extra months
before getting full driving privileges. Previously, teens got
full driving privileges after a
six-month learner's permit.
Grieshop-Goodwin said the
state also fared better in the
area of infant mortality,
improving by 6 percent to rank
27th.

•Bush ...

From Front

From Front

other officials representing
DES Rescue. Murray Fire
Department, Purchase District
Health Department, Calloway
County Health Center and
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital during a meeting
Monday that funds will be
sought to purchase more terminals as well as a new computer
program that would benefit
search and rescue and firefighting units.
Steen said an example of
how the new system would
work would be allowing
Murray Fire Department to
have electronic access to structure design and layout maps
containing the location of
sprinklers, cut-off valves, fuse
boxes and other important
information that could be used
to fight a fire at a building on
the MSU campus or elsewhere
instantly.
Meanwhile, efforts are continuing to obtain funds to install
a Reverse 911 system in
Calloway County.
Reverse 911 is designed to
allow an emergency dispatcher
to notify city and county residents, emergency responders Of

out details of foreign ties and
leadership of al-Qaida in Iraq.
Al-Qaida had no active cells
in Iraq when the U.S. invaded in
March 2003, and its operation
there is much larger now than
before the war, U.S. intelligence
officers say. The war itself has
turned into a valuable recruiting
tool for al-Qaida, senior intelligence officials concede. Bush
denied that the war triggered alQaida's operations in Iraq.
Bush cited intelligence that:
—Al-Qaida in Iraq was
founded not by an Iraqi but by
Jordanian-born Abu Musab alZarqawi, who had deep relations
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times with al-Qaida leaders. The
presiMobile data terminals such as this one, recently installed in a dent said Zarqawi, who was
Calloway County Sheriffs Department cruiser, provide instant killed by U.S. forces last year, set
information needed by law enforcement officers.
I up operations with terrorist associates in Iraq long before U.S.-led
any group of involved person- tool and we're trying to get
forces arrived, and that in the vionel by phone when an impend- that in this year," Steen said.
lence and instability following
ing tornado, thunderstorm.
A previous request to state Saddam Hussein's fall, was able
power outage, fire or other and federal sources for funds to expand the "size, scope and
threat is present. The system to purchase a system was lethality" of his operation.
—The merger gave al-Qaida
could also be programmed to turned down. Steen also noted
warn only those affected in a that there have been some senior leadership "a foothold in
particular area when a threat is reported
problems
with Iraq to extend its geographic
presence and to plot external
spotted nearby wityout ringing Reverse 911 in other Kentucky
operations and to tout the centralthe entire county and areas counties that may have to be ity of the jihad in Iraq to solicit
likely not to be affected.
worked out before a successful direct monetary support else-That would be a very nice bid to obtain funds is possible.
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Murrray-Calloway County Hospital is pleased to
welcome Matt Price, M.D. to the medical community.
Dr Price comes to Murray from the University of
Louisville School of Medicine. He is a graduate of Calloway
County High School and Murray State University.
Dr. Price and his wife Monica have two
children, Kamden (8) and
Kaitlyn (4).

In addition to pre-natal care, labor
and delivery, Dr. Price will provide
women's health services. For an
appointment, please call 270.759.9200.

MATT PRICF

M D

HAS'
JOINED PRIMARY CARE MEDICAl CENTER

CALL TODAY FOR AN

OFFICE HOURS

APPOINTMENT AT

MONDAY FRIDAY
8AM - 8PM
SATURDAY - 8AM - 6PM
SUNDAY - 1PM - 6PM

(270) 759-9200
PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL CENTER
SUITE 480 WEST
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
MURRAY, KY 42071

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY
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Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A caller from Rieman Drive reported at 8.54 a.m. Monday
that a car ran through the yard. A criminal mischief case was
opened.
• Mailboxes on Murray Paris Road were reported vandalized
at 9:44 a.m. and 12:55 p.m, Monday. Criminal mischief cases
were opened.
• A burglary was in progress at a Dunbar Road location at 2.
p.m. Monday.
• A mailbox on State Line Road East was reported vandalized
at 2:38 p.m. Monday. A criminal mischief case was opened.
• A credit card theft was reported at 301 p.m. Monday at a
Third Street location. A theft case was opened.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A tree on Carlson Lane was on fire at 10.47 p.m. Monday
The tire was extinguished.
Murray State University Police Department
• A subject was tampering with the gates at 15th Street and
Olive Boulevard at 12:24 a.m. Sunday. The officer advised the
subject to stay away from the gates and a criminal mischief report
was made.
• Someone at Hart College reported a possible stolen purse at
11:56 a.m. Monday. A third-degree burglary report was taken.
• Someone came into Public Safety at 3:29 p.m. Monday to
report a stolen bicycle. A report was taken for theft by unlawful
taking less than $300
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Four people face
marijuana charges
Police Department Detective,
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Chris Garland, both of whom,
Staff Writer
ALMO, Ky. - Four people work for the Pennynle Narcotics
face drug charges after police Task Force, acted on tips they
officers found about a half a received from community mempound of marijuana at a Stewart bers about drug activity at the •
Cemetery Road residence on Almo residence. The officers
said they smelled burnt marijuaTuesday afternoon.
Kelly J. Wood,42, who lives na when they arrived at the
at 205 Stewart Cemetery Road, house.
was charged with possession of
While executing a search
marijuana, possession of drug warrant, the officers found marparaphernalia and third-degree ijuana throughout the residence,
possession of a controlled sub- several items of paraphernalia
stance. 71vo other residents - and 10 milligrams of Valium in
Stacey Wood, 35, and Kevin D. an improper container. Wood
Kelly, 18 - also face possession claimed ownership of the conof marijuana and possession of trolled substance, according to
drug paraphernalia, according to his arrest citation.
Kevin Kelly told police
their arrest citations.
The fourth person involved is some of the marijuana, pipes
Toni C. McKnight. 33, who and several partially smoked
lives on Starks Lane in Almo, marijuana cigarettes belonged to
also was charged with posses- him, according to his arrest citasion of marijuana and posses- tion. Stacey Wood was charged
sion of paraphernalia. She was because of some of the paraat the residence when police phernalia and bags of marijuana
were investigating.
found.
McKnight was charged for
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department Detective Tye having two bags of marijuana.,
Jackson and Detective Sgt. and rolling papers in her bra,
Samantha Mighell and Murray according to her arrest citation. I,

Attorney says more
Comair victims should
have survived fire
By JEFFREY McMURRAY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The co-pilot was pulled alive
from a charred cockpit. The
wings carrying the fuel were
largely intact. Yet the fuselage
where the passengers sat was
gone — engulfed by a massive
fire, even though the plane never
got far off the ground.
As
the
National
Transportation Safety Board
wraps up its investigation of last
summer's Comair plane crash
that killed 49 people. much of the
focus to date has been on what
might have prevented the a-xident: pilots noticing they were on
the wrong runway, the control
tower staffed at the recommended
level and upgraded airport charts
in the cockpit.
But Stan Chesley, a plaintiffs'
attorney in two lawsuits filed by
victims family members, says
there hasn't been enough scrutiny
of the fire that happened immediately after the crash and whether
more than one of the 50 people
aboard should have escaped
alive. NTSB's preliminary report
suggested at least 16 passengers
suffered smoke inhalation, signaling they may have survived
the initial impact.
Chesley. whose
resume
includes vanous fire cases —
most notably the Beverly Hills
Supper Club fire 30 years ago in
which 165 people died — says he
doubts NTSB will say much
about survivability issues during
its final deliberation Thursday
into the Comair crash Firstresponders told investigators the
explosion was almost instantaneous. giving passengers little
oppotenuty to escape.
"If you start playing around
with the scenano of flame Mocking, did they meet standards, did
thes meet the code, you're looking at 500 airplanes in a sick
industry." said Chesley. who is
representing two families of crash
victims in lawsuits against
Cornair
m not saying it's political. hut I have set i.ous issues as to

whether anybody wants to go
down that road."
While numerous lawsuits in
the case list as defendants
Comair, Blue Grass Airport and
the
Federal
Aviation.
Administration, which operates
the control tower, Chesley also is
focusing part of his case against
Bombardier, the Canadian company that constructed the CRJ aircraft.
The lawsuit filed on behalf of
the family of Cecile Moscoe, who
died in the crash, argues the jet
contained seats, luggage bins, life
vests and windows that were
"readily ignitable and/or highly
flammable." Chesley said he was
still awaiting documents from
Bombarder to determine how its
planes compare with others in the
industry.
Chesley says his fire investigators who have examined the
wreckage concluded somehow
fuel seeped into the cabin and
ignited. likely when the aircraft
struck a fence or trees.
Bob Clifford. a Chicago attorney representing multiple families, said he was deferring to
Chesley on the fire issue for now.
-Thus far every indication
would be that Bombardier has little if any involvement in this
crash. that the negligence of the
Comair crew is dominant,"
Clifford said.
Laura Brown, spokeswoman
for the Federal Aviation
Adnumstration, said FAA certified the CR1-100 in 1993. but the
agency has made some updates to
cabin survivability regulations
since then. Some of those regulations were required to be implemented by existing planes while
others applied only to new models. she said
Among the standards is a
requirement that new planes
include
thermal
insulation
designed to improve fire safety.
Some of the rules apply only to:
planes delivered after September2005, although it wasn't immedi •
ately clear whether there was any upgrade to the CRJ-100.
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Lohan declares innocence in e-mail Potter spell briefly broken
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By SANDY COHEN
AP Entertainment Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
With two trips to rehab behind
her and a litany of legal problems ahead, Lindsay Lohan
joins a long list of young
Hollywood talents who've faced
high-profile battles with drugs
and alcohol. Some went on to
enjoy healthy careers. Others
died young.
Lohan, 21,
was arrested
early Tuesday
in
Santa
Monica
and
released on bail
for investigation of misdemeanor driving
under the influence and with a
Lohan
suspended
license, and felony cocaine possession.
"I am innocent.., did not do
drugs they're not mine. I was
almost hit by my assistant
Tarin's mom I appreciate everyone giving me my privacy,"
Lohan wrote in an e-mail to
"Access Hollywood" host Billy
Bush, the show reported on its
Web site Tuesday night.
Police found cocaine in one
of the actress' pockets during a
pre-booking search, Sgt. Shane
Talbot said. Police initially said
Lohan was also being booked
for investigation of transporting
a narcotic but later said she was
not.
Police received a 911 call
from the mother of Lohan's former personal assistant, saying
that Lohan was chasing her in an
SUV, said Lt. Alex Padilla. The
assistant had quit hours before,
he said.
Authonties found Lohan and
the woman in a "heated debate"
in the parking lot of Santa
Monica's Civic Auditorium at
about 1:30 a.m.
Lohan's arrest comes as she
still faces DUI allegations connected to a Memorial Day weekend hit-and-run crash in Beverly
Hills. The actress completed
more than six weeks in rehab
less than two weeks ago, and
had checked into a recovery
clinic in January.
Lohan had worn an alcoholmonitoring ankle bracelet since
her July 13 release from rehab
and was tested daily to support
her sobriety, her attorney, Blair
Berk, said. She said Lohan had
relapsed and was receiving medical care at an undisclosed location. Her publicist, Leslie Sloane
Zelnik. had no comment.

for fans with missing pages

AP
Santa Monica police Lt. Alex Padilla distributes a booking
mug to the media after actress Lindsay Lohan was released
in Santa Monica, Calif., Tuesday. Lohan was arrested on suspicion of drunken driving and possession of cocaine early
Tuesday.
Lohan joins a long list of
young actors who have battled
problems with drugs, alcohol, or
both. They include River
Phoenix, Drew Barrymore,
Corey Feldman, Anissa Jones,
Danny Bonaduce and Macaulay
Culkin.
Phoenix, who starred in
"Stand By Me" as a teen, died
outside a Hollywood nightclub
in 1993 from a lethal combination of cocaine and heroin. He
was 23. Feldman, his "Stand By
Me" co-star, also battled addiction and was arrested for heroin
possession when he was 19.
Jones, who played Buffy on
TV's "Family Affair." was just
18 when she died of a drug overdose in 1976. Bonaduce found
fame at 10 as a star of 'The
Partridge Family," only to struggle with addiction and homelessness as a teenager. Culkin,
best known for his starring turn
in the kid-friendly "Home
Alone" films, was busted in his
early 20s for possession of pot
and Xanax.
Barrymore, 32. has fared
best. After going to rehab for
drugs and alcohol at 13, she is a
sought-after actress and filmmaker with her own production
company, Flower Films.
Dr. David Deitch, an addiction specialist for more than 40
years and director of Phoenix
House, a national nonprofit
provider of substance-abuse
treatments, said the glitter and
glamor of Hollywood could be
partly to blame.
'That life is all about the
excitement, drama and peak perfomiance followed by a letdown
that gets medicated with entertainment and medication," he
said.

Deitch said the average age at
which children start using drugs
has dropped every decade since
the 1960s, and that today's
youngsters start experimenting
with drugs about age 12.
"The earlier the age of onset
of chronic drug-taking, the
greater the prognosis is for longterm problems," he said.
The actress was chastised last
summer for repeatedly arriving
late to the set of -Georgia Rule,"
and her latest legal troubles may
cost her movie roles. She was
set to start shooting "Poor
Things," a comedy featuring
Shirley MacLaine, when she
entered rehab in My.The film's
producers, who previously had
supported Lohan, would not say
Tuesday whether she would be
part of the production.
Lohan is still set to appear in
the film "Dare to Love Me,"
which is to begin shooting this
summer, said Michael Sands, a
consultant for production company Bowline Entertainment.
-The producers have compassion and kindness for her, so
for now she's insured and still
with the movie," he said. "She
hasn't been convicted of any
crimes."
All Hollywood productions
need insurance, and troublesome
or troubled actors can often
stand in the way of that requirement.
"I don't see how she's
employable for the next 18
months," said longtime publicist
Michael Levine, who does not
represent Lohan. "Who's going
to insure her?"
Lohan's latest film, "I Know
Who Killed Me," is set to open
Friday.

AILANTA (AP) — It was a
nasty vanishing act that would've
made evil Lord Voldemort proud.
Harry Potter charmed millions
of readers this weekend, but the
spell was broken at least briefly
for some fans when they found
pages missing from their precious
copies of "Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows."
The
book's
publisher,
Scholastic inc., says a few hundred ofthe 12 million copies ofthe
book are repotted to have pages
missing. The gaps have left hardcore Potterphiles rushing to stores
to exchange them — or filing
them away as mementos of the
book's epic release.
Leanne Greer, 36, of Canton,
Ga. had gone on -lockdown" —
no television, radio or Internet —
after buying her copy of "Deathly
Hallows" at a Kroger store at
about 7 a.m. on Saturday.
She said she finished reading
page 306,then discovered the next
33 pages of the book were missing.
"I just kind of freaked out,"
said Glen, a Purdue University
graduate with degrees in elementary education and English. -My
husband said, 'Why are you
screaming?' He said 'I thought

one ot the kids was hurt.—
Luckily for Greer, she had a
backup for her store-bought copy;
she had ordered another copy
online.
"I'm just that psychotic about
it," she said.
She tore open the package that
arrived in the mail and kept reading.
Officials at Scholastic said that
with such a massive printing —
8.3 million copies of the final
installment of J.K. Rowling's fantasy series sold in the first 24 hours
— a handful of problems was
probably unavoidable.
"Printing and distributing 12
million copies of a book is a
Herculean task, and it is not surprising that some books would
have printing errors," Scholastic
spokeswoman Sara Sinek said in a
written statement.
She said that as of Tuesday, the
company had only heard of"a few
hundred" instances of books with
missing pages.
Sinek said Scholastic is happy
to replace any book with a defect
and advised customers to take
defective books back to the place
where they were purchased.
Not going to happen, said
Mary Hunt, a mother of two from

upstate New York who was vacationing in Philadelphia when she
found the book she bought at midnight Friday was missing pages
19-50.
-Oh,no way!"she said. "I have
it and I've got it safely in its dust
jacket inside one of those cloth
book covers.
"It's too cool — it's fun to have
something people are talking
about."
At least some would-be Potter
entrepreneurs agree.
By Iliesday morning, several
copies of the misprinted books
were being offered for sale on the
online auction site eBay, with
opening bids as high as $30.
Keeping the book was a luxury for Hunt. She'd gotten three
copies and was able to swap with
her fast-reading daughter early
Saturday morning.
"If I had been sitting there
alone with only one copy. I would
have gone back to the store and
screamed," she said.
Greer is keeping hers as well.
"I don't know who would buy
it, but maybe when some of these
crazy kids grow up, they'll want
to have something like that," she
said.
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By JANICE RHOSHALLE LITTLEJOHN
For The Associated Press
BEVERLY HILLS. Calif. (AP) — Fox is
rolling out two "news shows": a sitcom starring
Kelsey Grammer and Patricia Heaton as fictional news anchors in Pittsburgh, and an unscripted
show starring a former bikini model-turnedanchorwoman in Texas.
Unveiled at a Television Critics Association
gathering here this week, both series are meant to
deliver laughs — and ratings — but not necessarily headlines. That makes Grammer's job a
whole lot easier.
"Based upon my knowledge of most television newscasting now, it has nothing do with the
news anyway." Grammer said at a Sunday session. "I'm very happy to just be another performer pretending to be a performer," added the
former "Frasier" star, who will be back on the air
this fall in the series "Back to You."
Then at a Monday TCA meeting, Fox introduced "Anchorwoman," a reality show debuting
Aug. 21 about a local TV station that tries to
prove beauty, not news experience. drives broadcast news in Tyler, Texas.
The subject of much derision among journalists, bikini model and former WWE diva Lauren
Jones fielded questions from the TV critics about
"Anchorwoman." which follows her through a
.10-day trial by fire as the newest anchor on

KYTX-TV's 5 p.m. newscast.
"I was given the opportunity to live my
dream," said the micro-mini-skin-wearing Jones.
"I always wanted to be an anchorwoman, and
this was the opportunity to take the bull by the
horns."
Hoping to boost ratings for his CBS affiliate,
station owner Phil Hurley partnered with reality
maverick Brian Gadinsky ("American Idol") to
put the buxom blonde on the air — sans any formal journalism training.
-There was an expectation or a stereotype that
she was not going to take it seriously. That she
was just there to further her own bikini modeling
career," Gadinsky said. "But when she got there
... everybody fell in line, and she surprised
them."
Having survived her 30-day initiation, Jones
says she's now fielding offers. But she's also in
negotiations to stay on at KYTX.
"We're trying to make the best decision it
we're going to proceed forward. That's definite
ly an option right now, and it looks like a prett
good one." said Jones, a graduate of New York's
Parson School of Design who considers Katie
Couric a role model.
Although the station has made no formal contract offer, Hurley says he'd like to keep her on
the anchor desk. "But I'm afraid I'll lose her.
She knows what we can pay."
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Our pet crematory is an integral
part of the responsibility our
family has maintained since 1847.
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Maybe they're trying to tell you something.
If your television, telephone or computer could talk, they'd
ask you to switch to NewWave Communications. With a
great channel line-up, high-speed internet and now
digital telephone with unlimited local and long distance,

it's no surprise that people are making the switch to
NewWcrie Communications

•

All of our pet cremations are individually
done in our own local pet crematory by
our licensed certified crematory operators.

P

urchaie _Area Cremation

Best of all, we'll take the hassle out of switching with our No
Hassle Switching Guarantee. Just give us a call and
well take care of the rest. With all-local support, all-weather
reliability and the services you wont, at NewWcrve

Communications. the Switch is On.

Get All 3 Services
— for just —

iot 1 yew
$
7
9
465
• 6 Meg High

Speed Internet

• local & Long-Distance
Digital Telephone
• Over 70 Channels

Call 1 -888-8NEWWAVE or visit us at
newwovecom.corn and get connected

Services,
(270) 753-3411
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Home really is
where the heart is
DESTIN,
The
skies arc still overcast this
Wednesday morning (actually 20 June), but the forecast calls for only a thirty
percent chance of rain, so I
suppose we will be able to
spend a goodly portion of
this, our last full day in
Destin, on the beach.
The beach boys are even
now drilling holes in the
sand, all in a row, to put
down blue beach umbrellas
for vacationing guests. Now,
they're bringing out matching blue lounge chairs from
the storage bins at the back
of the beach. They carry
out eight at a time -don't know how they do it
and they remind me of
hermit crabs as they scurry
across the sand with their
loads.
Yesterday, we bought flavored shaved ice concoctions from these same two '
young men at a snack
shack on the beach. What it
life they must lead! They
spend their days from early
morning to late afternoon
on J beach. No business
suits. rust shorts and shades.
suppose they live here
year 'round, but they could
he college students who.
shunning a high stakes
internship, have chosen to
spend a summer in a more
relaxed environment. Before
the day is through I will
try to ask them about
home
Home. We cherish home.
hut at the same time we
are bound to wonder if we
have chosen to live in the
place we were meant to
live.
When we travel to some
vacation destination we
always wonder about the
"natives" of the place In
the restaurants and the
shops. are any of those
folks locals. or are they all
from afar. vacationing here
for a few day s before
returning to their homes in
Ohio or Minnesota or Kentucky? Does anyone really
live here' We asked around,
and sure enough — hard to
imagine -- there are fanlike% who call Destin home
We even saw a loW, long
brick building with a sign
that pr011alMed "Destin
Middle School."
Of course, we know of
several couples in Murray
who spend several winter
months each'
, ea/ in some
Florida locale, south of the
snow and slush They maintain these second vacation
places, hut they still call
Murray home Evelyn and I
and our children have come
to call Murray home. Evelyn grew up living in
Calvert (ity, in one place

since she
was 2
years old.
My family moved
from place
to place in
the following order:
Arlington,
Ky.; Jefferie and son City,
way
Tenn.; Fort
By James
Worth,
Duane Bolin
Ledger & Times Texas; Oregon City,
Columnist
Ore. (for
two nionths); College Grove,
Tenn.; Parsons, Tenn.; and
then, Dixon, Ky.
I lived at three different
colleges: Belmont University
in Nashville: Baylor University in Waco, Texas; and
the University of Kentucky
in Lexington. Since Evelyn
and I married, we have
lived in six different houses: three in Providence. Ky..
where Wesley was born
down the road in Henderson); one in Walnut Ridge,
Ark., where Cammie Jo was
born in nearby Jonesboro;
and two in Murray. We
have lived the longest in
Murray. now going on 12
years.
All of these places!
I remember that when we
decided to leave Kentucky
for Arkansas in 19)(8. I
went to tell the president of.
Madisonville Community
College. where I then
taught, about our decision
to move. I expressed concern that we would be leaving the only home that
Wesley, then at four years
old, had ever known The
wise president assured me
that home for Wesley. would
always he in his father's
arms.
Wc know that in a few
more weeks Wesley will be
leasing home for college
all the way to Yale in New
Haven, Connecticut — and
then in five years it will he
time for Canonic Jo's College years as well. We ASO
know that beyond college
they both will eventually
establish homes of their
own. Evelyn and I hope
and pray, though. that for
Wesley and Cammie Jo.
they will always feel at
home in their parent's arms.
Well, so much for this
Destin Diary. Tomorrow, we
head hack to Murray. or as
the southern writer Willie
Morris put it, "north toward
home." I never got around
to asking those beach boys
about their homes.
I bet though. for them as
for all of us, the old cliché
holds true: Home is where
the heart is.
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"IF ANYONE IN MY ADMINIsTRATIoN REVEALSTHE SECRET
MAN FOR HOW WE'LL EVENTUALLY GET OUT OF IRAQ,
I'LL MAKE SURE SENATOR CLINTON IS CHARGED WITH TREASON?"

Tapped out on bottled water
I feel had tor the bottled-water peopie
Back in the late 1980s, young
upwardly mobile professionals --- yuppies, if you recall the term -- suddenly
had cash to horn. This *as the babyboom generation. It demanded the good
life — the best of everything.
The baby boomers rejected the simple approach of their cost-conscious par
ents. To heck with Folgers: they
demanded freshly roasted specialty coffees (Starbuc:ks). To heck with Budweiser; they wanted specialty beers (microbrews). And to heck with fresh water
that poured right out of your kitchen
tap. they wanted bottled spnng water
front exotic mountain locations.
Older generations never could understand the concept of bottled water. My
father (the Big Guy) surely couldn't.
Big Guy: You want to pay money
for something that comes out of your
kitchen tap'
Yuppie: That•s right.
Big Guy: But you're paying SIO a
gallon for something you already have.
Yuppie: Only the best for me.
Big Guy: But tap water is nearly
FREE.
And so it was that the trendy crowd
turned the bottled water market into a
gold mine. By 200.1. some 41 billion
gallons were sold ---- that's upwards of
SIOD billion in revenue But suddenly
the bottled-water party is over.
Many of the •arilt trendy folks who
made bottled water hip have decided to
stop cinnking it because another trend is
inure hip
According to Newsday, bottled water
is had for the environment. It require.
some 50 million gallons of oil each
.rim to produ,,• the plastic- bottles in

which it is contained.
Add to that the energy
burned to produce and
ship it and you have
the save-the-environment people breathing
down your neck.
Suddenly, New York
and other cities are
spending big money on
advertising campaigns
What's So that encourage people
Funny? to forsake bottled
water — that encourBy Tom
age people to drink
Purcell
the water that comes
Syndicated
out of their kitchen
Columnist
taps.
Some restaurants are
banning bottled water, too.
"We don't look at it as losing
money. we look at it as investing in
the world," Del Posto. co-owner Joe
Bastianich. told Newsday. He said his
restaurant will make and sell its own
mineral water on-site using tap water.
That's right. tap water. Tap water is
suddenly chic. And I can't think of a
concept that better illustrates the nuttiness of our country.
America's fresh, clean, safe water is
the envy of the world. Throughout the
history of mankind, civilizations sought
to pipe fresh water into homes —
remember the Romans — and many
civilizations are still failing at it.
Any sane fellow knows you don't
drink the water when you're visiting
Mexico or many other countries on
two-thirds of the planer You don't
drink it because it's polluted and poisoned and all kinds of little living entities are swimming around waiting to
attack your innards

But in America, virtually all our
water is safe. Virtually every home in
every part of the country has a kitchen
tap that offers an unlimited supply of
it. You pull the tap and out it comes
— safe, clean water.
Our tap water is a reflection of our
country — a reflection of how incredibly successful the American experiment
has been. It's also a reflection of how
lazy and ignorant and unaware so many
Americans have become — because we
take our water for granted.
Until recently, we demanded the
-best" water — the stuff that comes in
bottles. And now that is bad for us,
too.
The whole bottled-water concept
makes me wonder how many other
things we're taking for granted.
Our freedom? In many places around
the world, the government runs everything (Cuba, for instance) and the people have nothing — BECAUSE the
government runs everything.
Yet some Americans are eager to dismantle the system that created our
wealth because they think the government can do better — the same people
who used to think bottled water was
better.
All I know is the older I get, the
wiser my father becomes. He knew 20
years ago or more that the bottled-water
trend was just that — a nutty trend.
If only the rest of America was as
wise as the Big Guy.

Tom Purcell is a humor columnist
nationally syndicated exclusively. by Cagle
Cartoons. For comments to Tom e-mail
ham al Paarcell.caglecartoons.com

More Muslims rejecting suicide bombings
WASHINGTON (AP)
Muslims around the world
increasingly reject suicide
bombings and other violence
against civilians in defense of
Islam. according to a new
international poll dealing with
how the world's population
lodges their lives. counincs
and national institutions
A wide ranging survey of
international attitudes in 47
countries by the Pew
Research Center also reported
that in many of the countries
where support for suicide
attacks has declined, there
has also has been decreasing
support for al-Qaida leader
Osarna bin-Laden
The 95-page survey found
that surging economic growth
in many developing countries
has encouraged people in
these countries to express
satisfaction with their personal lives, family income and
national conditions. said
Andrew Kohut. the center's
director.
"It's a pro-globalization vet

WASHINGTON TODAY
By Harry Dunphy
of findings." Kohut said
Most notably. the survey
finds large and growing number of Muslims in the Middle East and elsewhere
rejecting Islamic extremism.
Ten mainly Muslim countries
were surveyed along with the
Palestinian territories, as well
as five African nations with
large Muslim populations.
For example. the percentage of Jordanian Muslims
who have confidence in bin
Laden as a world leader fell
3fi percentage points to 20
percent since 2003 while the
proportion who say suicide
bombing is sometimes or
always Justified dropped 20
percent points to 23 percent
Other countries where support
for bin Laden declined are
Lebanon. Indonesia. Turkey,
Pakistan and Kuwait
The report said support for
such bombings and ternic

tactics has dropped since
2002 in seven of the eight
countries where data were
available. In Lebanon. the
proportion of Muslims who
say suicide attacks are often
or sometimes justified fell to
.34 percent from 79 percent
while just 9 percent of Pakistanis believe suicide bombings can he justified often or
sometimes, down from 33
percent in 2002 and a high
of 41 percent in 2004.
But support for suicide
bombings is widespread
among Palestinians, the report
said, with 41 percent saying
such attacks are often justified while another 29 percent
say they can sometimes be
justified. It found that only
six percent of Palestinians —
the smallest in any Muslim
public surveyed — say such
attacks are never justified.
Amid continuing sectarian

violence in Iraq, the survey
found there is broad concern
among Muslims that tensions
between Sunni and Shiite
Muslims are not limited to
that country and represent a
growing problem for the
Muslim world more generally.
Eighty-eight percent of
Lebanese and 73 percent of
Kuwaitis — along with
smaller majorities or pluralities of Muslims elsewhere in
the Middle East -- said
Sunni-Shiite tensions represent a growing problem for
the Muslim world, the report
said.
Globally. Pew's survey
shows a clear linkage
between economic conditions
and views of national conditions.
"A rising tide really does
lift all boots," Kohut said.
This trend is particularly
evident in Latin America and
Eastern Europe, but China
and India also stand out, the
report said.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Jacqueline (Jackie) Waterfield

Mrs. Jacqueline (.14cluet Watertield, 83, Fairlane Drive, Murray,
died Tuesday. July 24, 2007. a 5:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. Evelyn Deem Tripp
The funeral for Mrs. Evelyn Beene Tripp will be Saturday at It
a.m. in the chapel of Churchill-hues Family Funeral Home. Rev.
Johnny Minick and Rev. Art Heinz will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Mrs. Tripp, 80, Liberty Drive, Smyrna, Tenn., died Monday,
July 23, 2007, at her home.
A former resident of Murray, Ky., for 50 years, she was a member of River of Life Assembly of God, Smyrna. Her husband,
Windsor Tripp, preceded her in death. Born July 22, 1927, in
Chaffee, Mo., she was the daughter of the late Charles R. and Alma
Ray Hooker.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Evelyn Sue Smith and husband, Roger, Smyrna: two brothers, Eugene R. Hooker and wife,
Earline. Pekin, Ill., and Lyndell L. Hooker and wife, Pat, DuQuoin,

David Gowans
A private memorial service for David Gowans will be held at a
later date.Expressions of sympathy may be made to MSU
Foundation, Department of Music, 504 Fine Arts Building, Murray,
KY 42071 or Hospice, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Gowans, 89, Murray, died Sunday. July 22,
2007, at 6:30 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
An Army veteran of World War Ii, he fought in the European
Theatre. A retired professor of music at Murray State University. he
was a member of the Nashville Symphony Orchestra, the Paducah
Symphony Orchestra, Jackson, Tenn. Symphony Orchestra and
played with the Cuba Symphony Orchestra in Havana, Cuba. His
major instruments were bassoon and viola. He was a member of St.
John's Episcopal Church where he served as organist and was a
member of Phi Mu Alpha fraternity.
Born Sept. 16, 1917, in Monifieth, Scotland, he was the son of
the late Cohn Gowans and Daisy McPherson Gowans. He was married June 25. 1947, to the former Edna Jean Rush, who died April
21, 2005. He moved to Murray from Detroit, Mich., in 1947.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Judith Adams and husband, Jimmy, Brentwood. Term., Mrs. Elizabeth Flanagan and husband, Jay, Jonesboro, Ark., and Jean Perkins, Ocoee, Fla.: one sister. Mrs. Margaret Gowans Woodard, Waterford, Mich.; one brother. Richard Gowans, Michigan: one granddaughter, Mrs. Kellye
Blacker and husband, Michael, Three Rivers. Mich.

Paid Obituary
Mrs. Estelle Gooch
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'Fhe tuneral for Mrs. Estelle Gooch will be Thursday at II a.m.
in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Robert Jetton will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Vaughn. Nelson Waldrop, Larry
Gooch, David Cunningham, Tim Coles and Keith Brandon. Burial
will follow in the South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church, 5671 Crossland Rd., Hazel, KY 42049.
Mrs. Gooch, 94. Murray. died Monday, July 23, 2007. at 12:18
a.m. at Parkview Nursing Home, Paducah.
Retired from Murray State University Food Service, she was a
member of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Luther Gooch, three
sisters, Esther Gooch Shanklin. Margaret Sue Cunningham and
Dorothy Jean Cunningham, and three brothers, W.M., Cleon and
Lester Cunningham. Born Sept. 28, 1912, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late Claud Cunningham and Edna Myers
Cunningham.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Willie Mae Wilkinson, Shelby
Township, Mich., and one sister-in-law, Mrs. Evon Cunningham,
Paducah. several nieces, nephews, great-nieces, great-nephews,
great-great-nieces and great-great-nephews.

75 suspected Taliban killed in airstrikes,
other clashes, NATO launches offensive
KANDAHAR, Afghanistan
(AP) - Airstrikes and clashes in
southern Afghanistan killed
more than 75 militants, officials
said Tuesday, and NATO
announced a new offensive
against the Taliban in the world's
largest opium-producing area.
The latest fighting came as a
threatened deadline for the lives
of 23 South Korean hostages
again passed with no resolution.
Korean negotiators met with the
kidnappers, and a purported
Taliban spokesman said the talks
were in the "final stage."
Afghan and U.S.-led coalition troops called in airstrikes
after being ambushed by militants in southern Helmand
province, the U.S.-led coalition
said. The coalition said at least
36 insurgents were killed
Monday but no Afghan or coalition troops were hurt.
In neighboring Uruzgan
province, police clashed for
three days with militants blocking the road leading to Kandahar
province, leaving 26 militants
and two policemen dead, said
Wali Jan, the Uruzgan deputy
highway police chief. NATO-led
and Afghan army troops joined
the battle Tuesday, reopening the
road for civilian traffic, he said.
Another 13 suspected militants were killed in Kandahar
province, the Defense Ministry
said.
The battles took place in
remote and dangerous parts of
Afghanistan, and the death tolls
could not be independently confirmed.
Violence has risen sharply in
Afghanistan in the last two
months. More than 3.500 people, mostly militants, have been
killed in insurgency-related violence this year, according to an
Associated Press tally of casualty figures provided by Western
and Afghan officials.
NATO-led troops, meanwhile, announced a new offensive in the world's largest drugproducing region _ Helmand
province. The mission aims to
clear insurgents from Gereshk
district to help foster economic
projects.
In Ghazni province, Korean
negotiators, accompanied by
Afghan elders and clerics, met
the kidnappers in person, said a
provincial official who asked not

AP
A burnt truck is seen on the main highway linking Paktika to Ghazni province, west of Kabul,
Afghanistan this morning. Taliban militants burned a truck, which was transporting the U.S.
materials for a U.S. base of Provincial Reconstruction Team in Ghazni province today.
to be identified because of the
sensitivity of the situation.
The official also said the militants were now demanding
monetary payment for the
release of the
hostages.
Previously. Qart Yousef Ahrnadi,
the purported spokesman, said
the militants wanted 23 Taliban
prisoners released for the lives
of the hostages.
Ahmadi said late Tuesday
that the negotiations were in the
"final stage" but he provided no
other details. He said earlier the
militants were demanding the
release of some prisoners being
held by international forces at
military bases at Bagram and
Kandahar.
The South Korean Defense
Ministry, meanwhile, said it
asked the Afghan military to
refrain from conducting operations near the hostages so as not
to provoke the kidnappers.
Villagers in Ghazni held a
rally dpianding the hostages be
released, said
Mohammad
Zaman, the deputy provincial
police chief. Some carried ban-

dwards returned to health
care as a major theme just one
day after he raised his voice and
pounded his podium during
Monday's
CNN-YouTube
Democratic debate, saying
Americans "should be outraged"
at stones of people who were
failed by the U.S. health system.
He said his health care plan
would offer full coverage for
mental health and guarantee
insurance coverage for people
with pre-existing medical conditions. It would be funded by
rolling back recent tax cuts on
people making more than
$200,000 a year and working to
drive down insurance and drug
costs.
'They're not going to give up
voluntarily.'
power
their
Edwards said. 'We need a president of the United States who is
going to take their power away
from them.'

ners and shouted slogans calling
for the Koreans to be freed. An
AP Television News reporter
saw 100 to 150 villagers demonstrating.
The South Korean hostages.
including 18 women, were kidnapped Thursday while riding
on a bus through Ghazni
province on the Kabul-Kandahar
highway, Afghanistan's main
thoroughfare.
The South Korean church
which the abductees attend has
said it will suspend some of its
volunteer work in Afghanistan
and stressed its members were
involved in medical and volunteer aid _ not Christian missionary work.
South Korea has about 200
troops serving with the 8,000-

strong U.S.-led coalition it
Afghanistan, largely working or
humanitarian projects. They art
scheduled to leave Afghanistar
at the end of 2007.
Ahmadi also said the militants are still holding ont
German and four Afghar
hostages, despite his claims
Saturday that those hostages hat
been shot and killed.
Ahmadi said the hard-lint
militia demanded the release 01
10 Taliban prisoners in exchangt
for the German and Afghans
Originally, five Afghans wen
being held hostage, but one o1
them,
brother
the
ol
Afghanistan's Parliament speaker Arif Noorzai, "escaped" fain
Taliban custody, Ahmadi said.
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Edwards touts move to
universal health care
during stop in Atlanta
ATLANTA (API - A day
after doing so on a nationally
televised debate. Democratic
presidential
John
hopeful
Edwards called for a universal
health care system Tuesday, in
front of hundreds of cheering
supporters.
At one of his no-frills 'Small
Change for Big Change"
fundraisers, Edwards repeated
the story of James Lowe. a 51 year-old Virginia coal miner
whose cleft palate kept him
from talking for five decades
until a dentist last year volunteered to perform a $3.000
orthodontic procedure for free.
"He lived for SO years of his
life in the United States of
America _ the richest nation in
the world _ with a medical problem that was completely fixable." Edwards said.'When are
we going to stand up to these
insurance companies and drug
companies
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Annual meeting of Hicks
Cemetery will be Saturday

Bright
receives
scholarship
CLARKSVILLE, Ark. —
Christopher Bnght of Farmington. Ky., A recent graduate
of Graves County High School.
has been awarded an Achievement Scholarship to attend University of the Ozarks, beginning the fall 2007 semester.
Bnght. who plans to major
in history at U of 0, is th,
son of Donna Bright of Farm
ington and Mr. and Mrs. Mik,.
Bright of Bentonville, Ark. Hi
grandparents are Mr. and. Mrs
Hershel Benton of Fanningtoi
and the late Mr. and Mrs
William T. Bnght of Lowes,
Ky.
He has been a member of
the GCHS band for four years
and was also a member of
Photo prOtikkod
Future Farmers of America.
y Woman's Club
Murra
the
at
s
honor
place
first
ing
receiv
Young Democrats and the Boys FIRST PLACE WINNERS: Students
1-3 grade, Seth Svebakken 4-6 grade, and
and Girls Club. He has served Awards Night were, from left, Lauren Edminster.
10-12 grade division, short story.
as a Kentucky State Senate page Joey Skaggs 10-12 grade. all in Poetry, and Wesley Bolin.
nenviro
in
ed
involv
and was
mental projects at GCHS. He
has volunteered with the Boys
and Girls Club and received
a superior ranking at the
Regional VTA Day.
The Achievement Scholarship has a four-year net worth
of $12,800 and is a leadership type scholarship based on
participation in school, -volunteer. civic and/or church activities and organizations.
University of the Ozarks is
a four-year, comprehensive uni•
versity located in Clarksville.
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Moffitt and Morris

Orr and Burkeen

Dr. and Mrs. Marty Fulbright

Sarah Greenlee Moffitt and Dustin Taylor Morris will be
married Saturday, July 28, 2007, at Walnut Street Baptist
Church, Benton.
A reception will follow at the National Guard Armory, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.
Miss Moffitt is the daughter of Jim Moffitt of Sugar Tree,
Tenn.
Mr. Morris is the son of Kenny and Debbie Morris of Benton.
The bride-elect, a 2002 graduate of Camden Central High
School, will graduate from Murray State University with a
bachelor of science in organizational communication and legal
studies in December 2007. She plans to attend law school.
The groom-elect served six years in the 438th military police
of the Kentucky National Guard in Murray. He is a 2002 graduate of Marshall County High School and is employed by
Pella of Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. David Tyler of Buchanan. Tenn., and Joe Beal
Orr of Hazel announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Mary Susan Orr, to Richard Lee Burkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Burkeen of Dexter.
Miss Orr is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Walker of Dexter and Mr. and Mrs. Dewey On of Murray.
Mr. Burkeen is the grandson of Mrs. Mary Thorn, the late
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thorn, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Burkeen, all of Dexter.
The bride-elect, a 1997 graduate of Henry County High
School, is a 2000 graduate of Paducah Community College.
She is employed by the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The groom-elect, a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is serving as pastor of Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Church and is employed by Jakel, Inc.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. II, 2007, at 2:30 p.m.
at Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church, Dexter.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Dr. and Mrs. Marty Fulbright were married Saturday. July
7, 2007, in Nevada by Rev. Shawn A. Jewell of the Southern
Baptist Church of Las Vegas, Nev.
The bride, Darlene, is the daughter of Dewey and Olene
Wright of Paris. Tenn., and the granddaughter of Virlean Davidson of Waverly, Tenn.
The groom is the son of Bennie and Anita Fulbright of
Spartanburg, S.C.
Mrs. Fulbright is a nurse and is currently pursuing a degree
in anesthesia.
Dr. Fulbright is an orthopedic surgeon in Murray at Ascension Orthopedics, located in the medical arts building of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The couple has five boys,Cade, fthods,s,M,stin, Joshua, and
Jacob, ranging in ages from 5 to 15.
Dr. and Mrs. Fulbright are currently residing in Murray.

Wondering how to
provide for retirement?
Pension, 401(k), anditetirement needs
Diana Thomason
Account Executive
Frick Investment Group
270-761-4121
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Henline and Jones

Hutchison and Jeter

Wayne and Mary Ellen (Mag) Jones of Murray and Mike
and Kim Henine of Ellenboro. N.C., announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their children. Beau Jones and
Melissa Henline.
Miss Henline is the granddaughter of the late Jack and Marilyn Craig of Mooresville. N.C., and of the late Jackie and
Ruth Henline of Forest City, N.C.
Mr. Jones is the grandson of Marvin and Jean Jones and
Hilda Small and the late John Small of Huntingburg. Ind.
The bride-elect is a 1997 graduate of East Rutherford High
School and a 2(107 graduate of the Practical Nurse Education
program at Isothermal Community College. She is employed
as a LPN at Shelby Surgical Associates, Shelby. N.C.
The groom-elect. a 1994 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is a 1998 graduate with a bachelor of science degree
in agriculture and a 2(0) graduate with a master's degree of
Murray State University. He is employed as a sales representative with U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Company. Mooresville,
N.C.
A sunrise beach wedding is planned for Saturday. Aug. IS.
2007. on Tybee Island. Ga.

Donald Woodford and Velva Hutchison of Paducah announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Crystal Dawn Hutchison. to Christopher Allan Jeter, son of
Randy and Lana Jeter and Rhonda and Tim Walker of Calvert
City.
Miss Hutchison is the granddaughter of the late Jacqueline
Hutchison and the late Betty Wittenbach and George Woodford, all of Paducah.
Mr. Jeter is the grandson of Larry and Gail Troxell of L•arry.
Okla., and Linda Troxell and W.J. Jeter and the late Mary
Edith Jeter, all of Benton.
The bride-elect, a 2000 graduate of Reidland High School,
is a 2004 graduate of Murray State University. She is an alumna of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority and is employed as manager of After Hours Formal Wear.
The groom-elect, a 2000 graduate of Marshall County High
School. is a 2005 graduate of Murray State University. He is
an alumnus of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity and is serving as a
staff sergeant with the Kentucky Army National Guard.
The wedding will be Saturday. Aug. 18, 2007, at 6:30 p.m.
at the Knights of Columbus Hall in St. John's community of
Paducah.
All relatives and friends are invited.
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Activities Update
Recently the residents got to throw water balloons at the
employee of their choice. It was great to see the residents
have such a great time and also cooled off the employees.
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Be An Angel

201 N 5th St. Murray
(270) 753-8485
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of MurrayI
Cer:*1
GAZETTE

Angels are truly special things,
And yes, of course, they usually have wings.
Some have arrows and some have harps,
Some sing low and some sing the sharps.
Tiny, peaceful and full of love,
It is common that they are accompanied by a dove
You, too, can be an angel today.
Get in the spirit and lead the way.
Be kind and gentle to all you see,
Good fortune will come to you and me.
Angels are loved by all they meet.
They're always eager to stop and greet,
Make a friend, smile a smile,
Show lots of love all the mile.
As you grow through life, be sure to say
I was an angel, at least for today.

Let us show you how competitive our rates are.
Call me... Stop by... Log on — it's your choice!
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New Haven offers ID cards to illegal immigrants
By JOHN CHRISTOFFERSEN

Press Wnter
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (API
— Dozens of people lined up at

Associated

for

Hall on Tuesday
municipal identification cards.
the first city-issued ID cards
specifically designed to bnng

City

Hall with more than 100 others,
said the card would also let him
get a library card, use banks

raids had nothing to do with the
city's approval of the ID program.
They would not comment on

and learn English. It also would
make him feel more safe, he

the prospects of more raids.

said.

by
mandated
is
"ICE
Congress to enforce a wide
range of immigration and cus-

illegal immigrants out of the
shadows and give them access

"We need to send money to
the places we come from. For
me. I feel better. If the police
catch me, I have identification

to community services.
The cards, available to New
'Haven's entire population, are

now," Sanchez said.
There also a contingent of
protesters at City Hall on

Connecticut and throughout the
U.S.," the agency said in a

Luciani, a
teacher from Woodbfidge, said
he is concerned that that other

statement.

:

Bob

meant to help anyone without a
state- or federal-issued ID open
a bank accounts and use other

Tuesday.

services that would otherwise
be inaccessible. Advocates
argue that if immigrants can

cities may do what New Haven

toms laws and we will continue
to enforce those laws in

acknowledged
DeStefano
that some immigrants may be
reluctant to apply for an ID
card because of the raids, but
predicted most will still seek

open bank accounts, they will
be less likely to carry large

has done.
"It's going to metastasize
across all over the country. I
think this is totally illegal," he

amounts of cash, a practice that
makes them easy targets for

said. "If we don't go by laws,
then we're going to have anar-

Action, an advocacy group for
Latinos. quickly ran out of 50
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director
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chy."
Another protesters held a
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125,000 residents are believed
to be in the country illegally.
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waiting to enter the country
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address
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Sarah' Almonte said.
"The benefits outweigh the
risks," she said.

illegal immigrants, penalizing
businesses that employ them or
training police to enforce
immigration laws.
New Haven already offers
federal tax help to immigrants
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all the city's 125,000 residents, including some
people to open bank accounts and use the library and other services.
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and prohibits police from asking about their immigration
status. The new ID cards cost
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adults.
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approved the
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arrests. City officials said the
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New Haven," DeStefano-said.
"Service to One another in
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Ray Sanchez, a 36-year-old
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but ICE officials have said the
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Protesters both for and against identification cards that are
being issued to illegal immigrants in New Haven, Conn , stand
on the steps of City Hall in New Haven on Tuesday More than
100 people ignoring protesters lined up outside City Hall
Tuesday morning to receive the first identification cards to be
issued to illegal immigrants by a U S city -- a measure that
comes as the immigration debate rages on the national and
local levels

$54 million pants
star in fundraiser
By LUBNA TAKRURI
Associated Press Writer
W'ASIIIM, Ws. 51',

A now -famous pair of pants was the
meant to help pa% the hills of
Tuesday
fundraiser
a
At
star attraction
a dry-cleaner couple caught in a legal stitch
The $54 million pants, as they .se come to he known, were the
subject of a widely rnts.kcd lawsuit that garnered international attention Now, they have their own security guard.
Groups advocating stncter guidelines for filing lawsuits and supporters of Jin Nam Chung and Soo Chung. the owners of Custom
Cleaners. same from across the country to attend the cocktail
fundraiser
On display were what the ('hung'. say MC the pants that Roy
Pearson brought in, were misplaced. and were later found The
guests had appetizers and cocktails, and under the stern gaze of the
security guard, some posed for photos with the pants
The thongs successfully defended themscIscs from the $54 milowe
lion suit, which originally demanded $67 million. but they now
about S100,(1X) in legal costs
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in hopes
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Reform
Legal
for
Commerce Institute
than
of defraying the Chung.' costs The fundraiser netted more
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in.
organizers
corning
still
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more
with
$64.000,
-Without your support. the (hung% could very well have gone

of about
bankrupt." defense attorney Chris Manning told the crowd
I Si)
their guests
The Chung. also made a rare Sprearillt e to thank
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sisihility
raise
to
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they
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The organizers
that unfairly target
mission to change tort law in the face of lawsuits
small businesses
Lisa Rickard,
-Our mono is the %pint of free enterprise.- said
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president ot the Institute for Legal Reform 'The
been living the American
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the filing of this lawsuit"
with
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And
dream.
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get hack
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Ric \aril said
on frac
Chung% motion for
Manning said that if the court grants the
the fundraiser that
Pearson to pay their legal fees. proceeds from
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to
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he
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s
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The Associated Press
Pearson did not respond to an e-mail from
requesting 1:01TITC111
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.07-0-00123

to
OW

BRAXT'ON HICKS and
ROSA NELL HICKS,

PLAINTIFF
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

WENDY PERSON MOTKOWICE,and
husband, JOHN MOTKOWICE,,

L'w

PLAINTIFF
VS. NOTICE OF

DEFENDANTS

GD DEAL HOLDINGS, LLC, et al,

DEFENDANTS.

Pursuant to a Judgment and Order of Sale entered on February 12, 2007, in the
above-styled action, I will sell at public outcry at the front door of the Calloway
County Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky, the property described herein according
to the following terms and conditions:
DATE OF SALE
Friday, July 27, 2007, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local prevailing time, or as soon
thereafter as said sale may be held.

TRAC'T 1
tYkr

GREEN TREE SERVICING, LLC
FAVA CONSECO FINANCE SERVICING CORP.,

GE CAPITAL FRANCHISE FINANCE
CORPORATION,
VS NOTICE OF MASTER COMMISSIONER'S SALE

By virtue of an Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court on June 11,
2007, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door
in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, August 3, 2007, at the hour of 10:00 a..m., local time, or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky. with ita address being 404 Highland Drive, Murray, Kentucky, 42071,
and more particularly described as follows:

'

c0MMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 07-CI-00067

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 06-CI-00105

'Beginning at a point in the North Right of Way line of Kentucky Highway 1346
in Calloway County Kentucky. Said beginning point being 201.00 feet West of
the Southwest corner of the Ralph Valentine property. Running thence, N. 61 20'
E. along the East line of Lot No. 6 -- 1,738.00 feet to an iron pin. Thence, S. 87'
20' E. -- 86.60 feet to an iron pin. Thence, S. 6° 20' W. -- 1,695.00 feet to an iron
pin. Thence S. 67* 00 W. -- 99.00 feet to the point of beginning. Said tract of land
containing 3.42 acres more or less
'

PLACE OF SALE

TRACT II:

The Court has also awarded court costs, attorneys'fees, interest and the cost of
this Master Commissioner's Sale

"Beginning at a point in the north right of way line of Ky. Hwy 1346 in Calloway
County, Kentucky and said beginning point being corner to Ralph Valentine,
thence north 425 feet to a stake in Valentines line; thence west parallel with
Hwy. 1346, 102 feet to a stake in Grantee's line; thence south 425 feet to a stake
in the north right of way of Hwy. 1346; thence east with north right of way of
1346, 102 feet to the point of beginning.
'This deed conveys 102 feet east and west and 425 feet north and south and off
the south end of a tract conveyed to GRANTOR dated 24th day of September,
1976."
TRACT DT
"Beginning at a point in the North right of way line of Kentucky Highway 1346
in Calloway County, Kentucky. Said beginning point being 102_00 feet West of
the Southwest corner of Ralph Valentine property. Running thence N. 6* 20' E.
along the East line of Lot No. 7 -- 1,695.00 feet to an iron pin; thence S. 871 20'
E. -- 89 00 feet to an iron pin; thence, S. 6° 20' W. - 1,650.59 feet to an iron pin,
thence S 67° 00' feet W Along the North line of Kentucky Hwy. 1346 -- 102.00
feet to the point of beginning Said tract of land containing 3.42 acres more or
lees

Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South Fifth Street, Murray, Calloway County,
KY 42071
AMOUNT OF MONEY TO BE RAISED
Amount of Judgment

828,995,828.84

DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
This property is located at 1500 North 12th Street, Murray, KY, and is more particularly described as follows:
Lots No. 8,9 and 10 in the WHEELER SUBDIVISION as shown by Amended
Plat recorded in Plat Book 5, Page 17, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court
THERE IS EXCEPTED THEREFROM that certain tract of land conveyed unto
the Commonwealth of Kentucky for the use and benefit of the Department of
Transportation by Deed, dated March 19, 1984, and of record in Cabinet 2,
Drawer 17, Book 165, Card 1459, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
Being the same real estate which was conveyed to GD Deal Holdings, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company by Consolidation Deed from H & H
Investment Properties, UP a Kentucky registered limited liability partnership,
dated April 19, 2001, recorded May 17, 2001, in Book 379, Page 515, in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
TERMS

"SAVE AND EXCEPT. Beginning at a point in the North right of way line of Ky
Hwy. 1346 in Calloway County, Kentucky and said beginning point being corner
to Ralph Valentine; thence north 425 feet to a stake in Valentines line; thence
west parallel with Hwy. 1346, 102 feet to a stake in Grantee's line; thence south
425 feet to a stake in the north right of way of Hwy. 1346; thence east with north
right of way of 1346, 102 feet to the point of beginning; which wu deeded to
Grantees by Grantors in a prior deed dated April Ii, 1977, and record in Deed
Book 157, Card 113, in the Office of the County Court Clerk in Calloway
County
TRACT IV.
'Beginning at a point in the North Right of Way line of Kentucky Highway 1346
in Calloway County, Kentucky. Said beginning point being 297.00 feet West of
the Southwest corner of the Ralph Valentine property Running thence, N 6'20'
E -- 1,780.00 feet to an iron pin. Thence. S. 87° 20' E. - 84.95 feet to an iron pin.
Thence, S. 6° 20' W 1,738.00 feet to an iron pin. Thence, S. 67° 00' W - 56_50
feet to an iron pin. Thence S. 691 04' W-- 39.50 feet to the point of beginning.
Said tract of land containing 3.42 acres more or less."
'EXCEPT 400 feet off of the end of the property which lies on Kentucky
Highway 1346 "
TRACT V
"Commencing at a point on the north side of Letttrtter Road, said point being
where the property lines of Grantor. and Grantees pin on the north side of
Ledbetter Road as shown by deeds recorded in Deed Book 130, Page 195 and
deed recorded in Microfilm Book 157, Cabinet 1, Drawer 9, Card 113 in the
Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court, thence, along the north edge of
Ledbetter Road 180 foot in an easterly direction to a point, thence in a northerly
direction 860 feet to a point, said point being the property lines of Grantees
thence, along Grantees property line 1,037 foot to the point of beginning'
Bnurton Hicks received his title to that property above dumbed by deed from
Wendy Person Motkoancz. et sir, dated November 5. 2002, of record in Book 455,
Page 6 in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County The defendants, Wendy
Person Motkowict, et en, received their title to their one-half i",) undivided interns by deed from Ross Nell Hicks. et vit., dated July 31. 1996, of record in Book
234, Page 71 all of the office of the Clerk of Calloway County
Any occupants of the property described herein shall be allowed sixty i601 days
within which to vacate the promisee after the sale
The aforementioned property is indivisible and all tracts described herein shall
be mold as one, and further, shall be sold on a cash or credit bass of thirty 301
days However, if the property is sold on •credit basis of thirty 301 days, the
purchaser shall deposit with the Commissioner ten percent f10% I of the pur.
chase pnce and execute bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder,
said remainder amount bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale
until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty days A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and mud by the Commussoner, but the property' shall be sold subject to
the current ad valorem property taxes

2. This sale is subject to all environmental regulations concerning the
Underground Storage Tanks located on the premises and that the sale of the personal property collateral includes the Underground Storage Tanks. Any purchaser at the sale is required to comply with 401 EAR 42:200 Sec. 411) by completing
and transmitting to the Commonwealth of Kentucky's Environmental and Public
Protection Cabinet's Division of waste Management a Notification of
Underground Storage Tank System Form within thirty (301 days after confirmsLion of the sale by the Court.
3. The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
130/days. but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, same bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty
days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner
4. The risk of lose shall be upon the purchaser immediately upon acceptance by
the Master Commissioner of its bid The Purchaser shall be required to carry
insurance against fire and windstorm with extended coverage provisions in some
good and solvent insurance company to protect and secure the unpaid purchase
money and to keep same in effect from the date of sale until execution and delivery of deed
5 The above-described real property will be conveyed subject to such valid and
existing restrictions, reservations, limitation,, conditions, exceptions, and
covenants as may be revealed in the record chain of title
6. Neither the Master Commissioner nor any party hereto shall be deemed to
have warranted title to any purchaser with respect to the property sold.
This 21et day of June, 2007
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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By virtue of an Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court on May 14,
2007, and by Amended Judgment and Order of Sale entered June 25, 2007, both
in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
City a Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction or, Friday, August 3, 2007, at the hour of 10:00 a..m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
with its address being 2208 Hopkins Road, Almo, KY, and more particularly
described as follows:
Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 1.5 miles southwest of
the Town of Dexter, in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of
the Southeast Quarter of Section 10, Township 3, Range 4 East, and being Lot 15
as shown by a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Gary Ahart and Debbie Ahart property of record in Plat Book 30, Page 97, Slide 2913 la partial replat of Tract II of
the Ralph McDaniel and Bobbie F. McDaniel property of record in Plat Book 24,
Page 24, Slide 22371, and being further described as follows
Beginning at a ?" diameter rebar lye/cap #3175)set in the east line of Hopkins
Road, located 368.39' north of the north line of Chancy Miller Road, being the
northwest corner of Lot 16, and the southwest corner of Lot 15 described herein,
thence, with the east line of Hopkins Road, North 15 deg. 23' 41' west, passing
through a?' diameter rebar 1w/cap #3175) set at 181.54', for a distance of 207.49'
to a point in the centerline of a gravel road, and being the southwest corner of
Lot 1;
thence, with the centerline of said gravel road, and with the South line of Lots 1
and 2, South 89 deg. 48' 24' east 188.18' to the northwest corner of Lot 14;
thence, with the west line of Lot 14, South 02 deg_ 19' 14" west, passing through
a?' diameter rebarlw/cap #3175)set at 25_00, for a distance of 200,00' to a 7'
diameter rebar lw/cap #31751 set in the north line of Lot 16;
thence, with the north line of Lot 16, north 89 deg. 48' 24' west 125.00' to the
point of beginrung.
This tract contains 0.7185 acres but is subject however to a 25' roadway easement across the north side, extending from Hopkins road eastward to the east
boundary of Lot 15
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to John R. Hill, et us., by deed
dated July 24. 2001, in Deed Book 392, Page /04, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of sixty (60)
days, but if sold on a credit of sixty 160) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price, in cash, together with bonds
(for the remainder of the purchase price) with good and sufficient surety, said
amount bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in sixty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by
the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2007 ad valorem
taxes.
This 12th day of July, 2007.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 06-CI-00372
HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION

PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
HAROLD T MILLS, SHERRY MILLS,
AND ALMA AGUIRRE,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on March 22, 2007, in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, July 27, 2007, at the hour of
10 00 a in , local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
l'alloway County, Kentucky. and more particularly described as follows.
All that piece, parcel or lot of land situate, lying and being in Calloway County,
Kentucky, and known and designated as Lota 1.2 and 7 thru 13 of T.J. Estates,
recorded in Plat Book 22. Page 62, Slide 2075, of the Calloway County Clerk's
Office, reference to which is hereby made for a more particular description_
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WKUMFS
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using this informa-

Free Pallets

SALE

JOHN HILL,
LANA HILL,

ALSO: 2001 28' x 48' Lakepoint mobile home iSerial No. KYFL145AB2460LP12.)
1. The premises is indivisible and cannot be divided without materially impairing its value and the value of the hens of Plaintiff and the liens of the
Governmental Defendants, and the premises shall be sold as a whole, free and
clear of all hens, claims, interests and encumbrances, other than restrictions and
easements of record, zoning laws affecting the property, etc

occur.

Thu 12th day of July, 2007
Respectfully subnutted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commismoner
Calloway Circuit Court
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BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent
benefrt package. Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
ENJOY Foster
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yourself by making a
difference CM 1-86530-NECCO

Being the same property conveyed from Harold T Mills to Alma Aguirre, by
General Warranty Deed, of record in Deed Book 613, Page 214, in the Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit baste of thirty 301
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 130) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent of the p..?eehase price and execute bond with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, tearing interest at 12% per annum from
the date of sale until paid, and fully doe and payable within thirty days. A lien
shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if
any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall
be sold subject to the 2007 ad valorem taxes
This 27th day of June. 2007
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916
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010
LAOIS
Nolo

LAM
Melte

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs

Legal
Notice

Apartments

COMMONWEALTH Of KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CAW)WAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 0841-00206
NEW JERSEY MORT(iAGE &
INVEFTMENT CORP

Mediac011
:
1

VS NOTICE OF SALE
ROBERT G MILLER,
IS,INNA I MILLER.
i'oliMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
rit'NTY rip 'AIL0WAY.
('SITE!)STATES OF AMERICA.
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,

DEFENDANTS

by virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the 17alloway Circuit
Court on August IS. 2006 in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the 1 •ourthoune door in the City of Murray. Calloway Cotuay, Kentucky. to the
highest bidder at public auction on Friday. July 27, 2007, at the hour of 10 00
II/ , loral time or thereabout, the following described property located in
i'alloway County Kentucky, with ita address being 1519 Johnson Avenue
Murray. Kentuckv and more particularly described as follows
1 an Section P.: and
Subdivision to the Town of

the Meadow Lane
Kentucky as shown by corrected plat of
record in the office of the Clerk "(the Calloway County Court in Deed Book Pi
Page 459 arid more particularly deecnbed aa follows
Lot No

Part of Lot No 2 in Section E in

Beginning at the Northwest corner of James T

Armbruster's Lot, Deed to moo
Armbruster'. 1.4 being recorded in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway

''aunty Court in Deed Book 107, Page 501, and Deed Book 107. Page 502.
tbeince South 140 feet

to•stake in •fence

thence, North with

INS1ALL.E.R TECHNICIAN - to install aerial
or underground drops for new customers replace
cOnverter, switches, splatters, fittings And cable
lines to house Conduct service Calls to diagnose
and repair cable problems Lhsconnet:t, reconnect
and relocate or add outlets as requested Wort
signal leakage to comply with CU standards On
call as scheduled. may work as needed on special
projects or help with outages Prepare daily arid
weekly logs of all service transactions and uistallamina Check in completed work in a timely
manner to Dispatch department Comply with all
NCrA standards an accordance with company
policy Must have electrical and mechanical aptitude Pnur capenence in the cable industry•plus
Physical ability for heavy lifting, pole climbing,
and working at heights in all weather conditions
Ability to use required mechanical equipment
Licensed dnver without major violations

Northeast owner of the intersection of South 16th Street arid Johnson

thence. East with the South side of Johnson Boulevard approximately 15'; hot
the point of beginning •

tieing the same property conveyed to Robert 6 Miller and ()ono* L Miller. by
dated March CI. 1979, of record in Deed Book 159, Card 1%•69, in the Mc,
(the Calloway County Clerk

,lved

bamily Pre.ervauon Program in i our Ma.vfiekl office The
Amin ant muss he a WW1 player have en..ellent ainmmuniaa•
1,11 skill. %%tiling to MI Rik a Ile‘thle w.hedult knowledge of
-,Irnunnv re...makes and ha,e the ability to nuke akCii
dealswris independently -training will he pro.id,
Hterrsted applivants sits, hold • 19whelor. 1)egree an
it Work Psvs4'.o4ogy. tiocoutorgy 0v related held are
i)iii sand (heir iewimey tnt rya'. July ti.(, 2007

(lie aforementioned

property shall he sold on a mai or credit basis of thirty 31
lays hut if wild on a credit of thirty 30i days, the purchaser shall deposit witl,
the Comm....inner ten percent of the purchase price and execute bond with gyvvi

"le-Hesse Posiskie"

aufficient surety for the remainder hearing interest at 1214 per annum fnt.
the dste of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien
'hall be retained in the property as additional security All delinquent taxes al
any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, hut the property shall
bi- sold sublet-I to the 2007 ad valorem taxe•
And

du

Mr. John iseder. Stennis, Director

l'enn,rttr Shied tuesinturaty Seryiery. Inc
anolv Prner.aiia.n Pronnint
full it... 545
llooplkin,•111, ki 122.11•K.4.1

Mut 27th day of June 2007

Par s.
f qua!(Isporfunity Implorer'

Reopectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
%teeter Commiesioner
'alloway Circuit Court

ADVERTISING SALES
NON
.

Sandra's School
of Dance
ANNOUNCES
REGISTRATION
ti

Monday,July 30th
2-6 p.m.
* LT* nailer
•
*
* lbtnte
fir ls age -in.; lip ire.

For further information please call
(270) 753-5010 or (270) 293-1590
Corner of 9th & Foirlane • Murray

I44
STEVE \!TIMER
I; \\!ski 11

\S\ISI \\I I

II \VII

KISH\ 1!
\ I IRC I
t \11 110
PIO /I{ \tl

Iffts IS k% Slit 1 911\1%11 \ I

instructor
DANCE
needed
leach
to
nverar dance Call Sue
at 761.3737

1

HEIFiVAN TED
Part/Full erne 1 *hats
daily 7 Bey, a week
ION ettei paid
trainang • Benefits
Contact us nowt
I 411111-1174-JO6S or
ammo 11888741lobacam
HUMANE Sociality of
Marshall County as
seeking a part time
la twiner
worker
Offtcercompusair experience and good communication skies a
plus Apply st Lakelend
Ammar Hospital 2044
11N,
US Highway 6,
Beroon Kr
DAIVIIIS A steady
meeryiel Top pry urea
bonen'', No experience/ No problem,
Werner EMOMOISOF
8013-368 2818 est ISO

Please Reply to
Nationwide Insuran.
201 North 5111 Street
Murray. KY 42071
LOCAL CPA firm has
permanent part-time
position for person with
computer bookkeeping. payroll and sales
Ifix
experience
Outkboolis a plus
Reply to P0 Box
1040-W. Murray, KY
42071

FEMALE student in
wheelthan looking for
a personal Care atten
dint Duties include
Assistance ventr show
er drestung errands
etc Must be flexible &
have clean driving
record Some travel
required E xperience
preferred but will train
right person Pleas*
send resume to PCA
P0
23267,
Box
Owensboro KY 42304
or
c-mad
sieharp0yahoo corn
I/ISCILAINIER
Whim assessing the
wanted vhiew
on -sir k LA•tiiilrak
.rbPSet
TYR &V ledieflOM
,.tJ will he redusts ted
vohnetwork .0111
N. .1rfault
Mous. smf ht pot,
balite eat axlvar

Interested applicants mosi applt
resume only: inters kw. will higranted to qualified applicants
%ITER resumes an res jested
thwiltitely no on-the-spot
inters kw. will he conducted.

V()PlIONE CILIA PLEASE
Ads urtising Sales Position
NIurra 1.cdger & Timcs
P.O. Kos 11140-Z
NItirra. K1'42071

tbs. wurbwite

MEDICAL clerk for
busy physicians office
Respnsabnities include
data entry answering
phone making appt
full - time wibenehts
Send resume P Box 1040-0 Murray,
KY 42071
NOW taking anewnone tor ati positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in. 217 S 12th
St Murray KY. No
phone calls.
PART Mite help needed at Charlie" Antique
Mall Must be available
to work weekends
Apply in person. 303
Mare Street. Hazer
RECEPTIONIST SALES CLERK needed three to five clays
per week Apply in person at Stone-Lang
Medical 210 South
1211s
Street.
on
Monday, Wednesday,
or Friday
RN or LPN needed for
busy medical practice
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-S. Murray
KY 4201

Mewl-Yen so a 111111).
V÷.614r not all borne.
on the prilwartoork
are Own! through
1hr Morns I edger
A Times Please salt
a, it s-ou have ans
awenion. regardma
the Aterois sea
amt. Mani

.tiocc

I t1iiit I lir alum'. I

753-1752

CHILD care cents
samakang experienced
help Afternoons and
clay shift available
Apply art person at
t 406 13 N 1711< St
Murray

INSURANCE
Customer Service -Western KY and
Northwestern TN •
Rapidly expanding
insurance agency
needs new customer
service representa
lives Duties include
commercial and per
sonal line insurance
customer service
Salary based on
experience P&C and
Lite license a plus but
not mandatory for the
right candidate OW
and training provider)

\No.!. I -al 'at A rub.,
ti ,!
It.

ns

Need to place
an ad'
us we will be
glad to help
Murray Ledger
& Times

renkiar Foods,o drason oaf* 0`'are' Co a
seeking a gutiffied indwarluoi et

Payroll/Accounting
Clerk
kesponsibiknes will include processing and send
weekly payroll through Kronos 'Serves term*
up kabilitiet, chstriburing system reports.data an
put and ocher accounting arid eternal dimes The
cam:le:Sate should be able to handle (OnfKienttal
infOrMatIOM be bight, organized. comfortable
working with computer systems. Iamthar re&
sPreackheet software. and possess basic mart,

and clerical skies Interested candidates should
submit thear rlivrtlf it)
Kentoke Foods
300 North L.P Mahe Street
Murrery, KY 42011
irws ()hone coat Meese a
•

Now hiring an outgoing. energetic intItsid
ual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser hase for new regional publication

l

PULMO
Dose Cal
Center is accepting
applications for fulltime Patient Service
Repres•ntatly•s.
PSRs are responsible
for
all
contacting
assigned
patients
monthly
taking
to
patient orders, verifying
patient
information
and placing the order in
timely
manner
a
Experience an medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred
but not
required Strong customer service background preferred
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
as accepting applications
for
full-time
Warehouse Clerks
Warehouse Clerks are
responsible for performing a variety of
technical duties relater,
to dispensing and sh,ping of medical
conformance with
dard pharmacy policies
and
procedures
Experience in general
warehouse and ship
ping/receiving exper
ence preferred
Al
require
ositio
inim
cational
ackg
of high
boo
a or GED
equivalen
Please
liver or mail your
reksigrie to 120 Max
Hurt civ. Murray. KY
email
or
to
elirabeth cam0rotech
corn We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer
SPORTABLE
Scoreboards has a day
shift, entry-level production position available
This full time
position requires the
use of small hand tools,
such as drills and rivet
guns, the ability to read
and follow a wiring
schematic, the installation of pre-assembled
electronic components
wiring harnesses and
digit display systems
Our assemblers test
and approve the quality
of the final product
Our culture is one of a
team
environment
made up of individual
employees who are
self-motivated with a
nigh standard for quality and who are able to
thank for themselves
SPortable Scoreboard,
offers a competitive
wage and benefit pack
age including heath
insurance. paid vsca
Hon. paid holidays and
a Simple IRA plan
are career-oriented and would like to
become
pan
of
team.
Sponabie's
*mad resume to 'or
complete an appecanon at 106 Max Hun
Dews Murray
It you

This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits. paid vacation, and salary
• commission. Salary will he based on
scrietwe

HOME cleaning
sermon 227- 71 29

Send resume to:
42071

WARD ELKINS

(270) 753-1713
Attn: Human Resources
Linda Foley
Murray Calloway County Hospital
4-2141111101
803 Poplar Street
'
THREE double wide
Murray, Ky. 42071
obacco scaffold wagFax: (270)762-1905
ons, $500 Call
Applications available online:
978-2911
www.murraybospitaLorg
e-mail resume to:
Eimamorit
Iffoley@murrayhospitaLorg
19' mt. bike
WE TRULY SPECIALIZE IN YOU TREK-Y26
2006 soft-tail, less than
10hr. ride time Great
EOE
bike, great price
205-1441
060
Map BEM
Buy

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553

P.O. HO% 1040-1

USED APPLIANCES

may send your resume to:

Indis idual must possess eV.client oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and he goal ortented

%forret,
270-753-1916

•••••••1110111••

.4
Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

LARGE
SELECTION

MCCH offers competitive wages with a
competitive fringe benefit package. You

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST
I., lull time cnto karl pt,,Iti.n. arc atadahk tor qual.lied pneevoonal% u, work with lanhhe, and the" .luldren
Penn,rtk kilo& ('ommon'"
, Scries.
resume, he the ploatton ii In Horne Worker with our

Office

Administrative RN Supervisor - Part Time
Certified Athletic Trainer - Full Time
Paramedic - Full Time
Hospice RN - PRN

ri

Boulevard

Central Heat and Aar
Accepting Applications

Murray Calloway County Hospital
has an opening for the following positions.

Mediacom has an excellent benefit package

16th Street to a stake at the

HOSPITAL

Taking healthcare new places

Equal Opportunity Employer

fence row and the meandering. of the creek in
to the East night-of way of South 16th Street.

the East right of-way of South

COUNTY

Qualified candidates may submit resume by mail
fax ix e-mail to
Mediacom
Artn Karen Bast
90 Main Street
Benton, KY 42023
Fax, 270-327-2126
No Intone Calla Mew
kbastlainediacomcc.com

row.

theme West with the said
Northwesterly direction

Min
MURRAY-CALLOWAY

Cable Television Jot Opportunities

PLAINTIFF

ISOs Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
(one and Two Bedroom Apartments

MOW COMPUTERS
Cmilleed TechnMten
Srervtair pairs
reus

A•

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
I BUY running or
fixable cars trucks
vans tractors farm &
construction
equipment ATVs
campers motorhomes.
trailers almost anything 270-970-1010
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
FIREPLACE
insert
21x25' 489-2741
GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting. 753-4109
%% /
1
4 \ i(ittll
.11 \ t %KS
*Prompt pick-up
as itihiloic
elitwit prices
IslE%

St 10 PAK I
75-‘554N)

N

buy 5-20
acres of wooded land,
suitable to build a
home on, with road
access
the
in
Northwest side
of
Calloway County
call 270-293-6572 or
270-474-0623
150
Arliefes
For Sib
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package. 6-7 person,
lots of lets, digital.
oscillator, water fall,
cover, retell $7 300,
must
sell
53.600
(573)300-1031
Brand new never used
2004 Kawasaki 650
Prairie 4x4 Winch,
rack. auto. V-twin,
Came color Haft price
$3.900 753-7477
CHINA Hutch black on
gold, electric wheelchair, HP laptop &
Porcelain dolls
762-7423
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 sae 4 yellow, 1 stre 8 bfue $150
each. 270-492-8614
EBAY Auction We sell
alt drfterent items Call
1

Calloway County
ictorial History P.
Family HistOt
Books
75Q-44418

KODAK
EasyShare
C530 digital camera 5
megapixels Includes
instructions software.
128M8 card and bedtimes. $75 060. 270227-8005
MOVING
Must sell all household
furniture
759-9046
436-5258
PARTS & service
Kerth's Lawn & tractor
759-9831
SATELLITES
D4SH Netamili SWAN.
Systems - Everyone
qualifies' Pismo &
LCD TVs. home entertainment career's, TV
carts surround sound.
coax HOW 8 component cables Beasley
Antenna 8 Seteiwt•
506-J N 12th S'
759-0901

OWNER
FINANCE
98 38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month 1
acre Murray area
753-1011
1993 Southern 2 BR 2
BA Riviera Courts /66
(270)978-0723
1999 14x60
Buccaneer mobile
home with washer &
dryer, stove & ref.
59,000.(731)641-1328
731)641-6444
2000 Clayton 16x80
Vinyl siding, 38R 2BA,
like new 270-489-2525
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero downl Your
land or family land
731-584-4926 Ends
August 15

2 bedroom 1 bath
mobile home $350
monthly $350 security.
Water & rubbish Included Call 753-6558

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunrty.
LARGE 1BR with
walk-in closets, located
on campus behind
Bradley Book
Company $300/mo
(270)293-4602
LARGE finished basement,
downtown,
shared utility, great for
couples, no pets, reference required. Call
(270)350-1863
LJVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
IBA $290.00
2BR 5340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appoint.'
ment
753-8221
NON-SMOKING IBA
unfurnished apt., water
paid, available now, no
pets. 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Nor-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD a1-800-648-6056

2 bedroom, C/H/A, gas
heat, 2 miles from
Murray, quiet area, no
pets, 1 year lease,
$450/mo. Call
978-2911

38R, 2 bath home on
lake with private dock
$800 month. 759-9046
436-5258
NICE clean 2 bedroom
apartment, 2 miles
East of town. 117 East
11131
Mote" Hers Lots for Rant
Y Drive, Murray. Stove,
refrig., washer & dryer
$110 per month Newer furnished, other furnihomes only. 492-8488
ture furnished optional.
water included & we do
320
yard work. $410 a
Apartments For Rent
month plus security
deposit $410. 7591 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray 0999 or 713-292-4649
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
2BR 1-1/2 bath, all
electric, $350 month,
$350
deposit
Farmington area
345-3126

1 -BR Apt furnished
low utility. Fall semester only. (270)556-5612
18R 184, washer &
dryer included, $375.
Call Campbell Realty
759-8780
1BR near MSU, other
locations available.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
1BR, various locations,
5200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9896
2 bedroom, all appliances,
Cambridge
area. 293-6968
2BR duplex, Noe.
CAVA. appliances furnished. Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9896
28R neat MSU C/-/A.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
38R 28A duress, fireplace, dining room
Coleman RE 753-9898
48R 28A, all appo
ances, central Fibs
Coleman RE 753-9898
RED OAKS APTS
WItteint
$100 Depose
1BR 5325
2BR $.375
Cam Today!
71134•1111.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

BOGt;Ess
si-.11-11OR
*A Bedew Phi"io Mose"
12IN. scrolls from
National Goad
270-759-5555
INIIS
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 p m tc4•F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting

Located at 720 S 4th St
270-436-5496

270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
1'
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INDOOR AIR-CONDITIONED
MULTI-FAMILY YARD SALE
Harvest Land Hang Out 1306-0 S. 12th St.,
across from Dwain Taylor Chevrolet.
Look for the green canopy.
Thursday & Friday • 8AM-4PM
Saturday • 8AM-12PM
baby furniture, baby Clothes, toys, srriall
appliances, infants, children, men,
petites, misses, women plus size &
maternity clothes & many more Items
Kentucky Lake House For Rent

FOR SALE

Call (270)436-5091

N

6 Year old home, 3 Bedroom, 2 1/2 baths,
Jacuzzi energy effictent, about 1 acre

- 753-7708 759-4533
lkokworiss & Arts

3110

town,
:tt for
referCal

PREMIER
MINISTORADE
-Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
•Sale & dean
'We sell boxes)
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

•
•
icants.

:2

BUILDING for rent
$1,500/mo. great location on 12th at.
293-7670
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime loca-

1BR
, water
• , no

tion. 753-2905, 2931480
PROFESSIONAL
Office Space for Lease:
869 total soft Prime

INC
Apts.
Ion

business location with
private entrance; space
is on lower level of 304
N. 4th Street with

Apts.
.. Dr

ample parking space
and two sets of handicap accessible double
doors; separate heating and air conditioning
unit. Only serious parties should call 7531737.

dday,
984.

•

SMALL Retail/office
space, Hwy 94 East
753-5693

A. gas
s from
rea, no
lease.

•
Ort
to dock
59-9046
bedroom
miles
117 East
y. Stove,
& dryer
furni00100£11.
& we do

$410 a
security
0.

759-4649

. sing
$20-50.
1-.SS
H4 14.1
ri="
l

".1_I 'N

E and
NE
Main
.266
293-4183
,..m. M-F
I TALS

I RAGE
nuns
0 S. 4th St

'54%
.906
Store and
ntly

has

753-7536
Amer•r cow

•

c
mu,

re
At, corn

swelter
DOG Obedience
436-2858,
REGISTERED Great
Dane puppies, 1 -male
2-females, parents on
premises $6004700.

7-P•ny

FIRST TIME
OFFERED,
Lakefront w/dock

$74,900
1+ AC Lake Access
$34,900
w/FREE Bost SlIpsi
Wooded lake property
on spectacular
160,000 acre Kentucky
Lake! Take a tour &
enter drawing to win a
FREE 20' Boat!
Excellent financing.
Call 1-800-704-3154

ext. 1327 KY Land
Partners, LLC

&amp
1 to 295 acres. West
Calloway.
Owne
financing. 489-2116,
leave message.
16 acres on
Backusburg Road,
Kirksey. 489-2994,
(270)831-0419
28.5 acres,
$2,000/acre. Mitchell
Story Rd. 293-1437

1,100 sq.ft. home +300
sq.ft. upstairs, 13650
U.S.
Hwy.
641N,
Puryear, TN. Must be
moved. $10,000-0B°.
(270)293-1437 Dan
1546 Spring Creek Dr.
$339,900. Call for appt
270-759-1327
1904 Gatesborough
Cir. 48R 3BA, 2,600
sq.ft., large deck, hot
tub, $160,0013. 2938705

(270)759-1771
Sill-TZU
puppies
AKC, CKC, dew claws
removed,
shots, 3BR/28A 12 minutes
wormed,
male
& from town, 1 acre lot,
female, $300- $350 $98,900. 759270-251-0310 after 11 8481/978-1323

EOM

All Real Estate advertised in the newspape
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it lee: gal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
• or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
• . for real estate eMich is
.'
P in violation of the law
' Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
ewe/togs advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis'

TRUCK cover for 2000
Ford mid size pick-up,

$300 OBO 753-6558

USED TIRES
1./. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20

mounted

Call 753-5606

M

ilk Wades

2003 Ford Escape
XLT 4dr, new tires,
cold air, all power,
excellent condition,
25mpg, 87,000rni,
$8,500/080
759-5848
'02 Honda Passport
LX, 2wd, leather, sunroof, new tires, power
windows and locks,
cruise, tilt, 6-CD play
em, 109,000mi.
$10,500, 293-5519/day
498-8950/evenings
2000 Chevy Blazer. 4
wheel drive, 4 door,
good condition. 1996
GMC Yukon 4 wheel
drive, 4 door, good condition. 753-6773 after
5PM

04 Nissan Sentra
1 8S Clean loaded
pewter, 62K miles,
extended warranty to
100K included, $8,450
293-1744
REDUCED!
2000 40 Chevy
Cavalier, $3,750, 108k
mi., recent tires and
brakes, good /VC.
293-6824
1989 Jeep Wrangler,
1963 Chevrolet 4 door
hard top Impala.
270-492-8790

Vans

FOR sale or rent: 5
bdrm., 4-bath in

Hardin, 10 mm. out of
Murray. Beautiful hardwood, 3 Cal garage,
big yard, covered
patio, $119,900 or
$750.00 month Cal
Angie The Lakes
Realty (270)293-8738
226-9475
,I hut .1•
ut

I million.

II% ( u,utdil inn
SI SS N,

It,1.1'
11, s.41\11,11.11'

1992 Chevy conver
sion van. 120,xxx
miles, one owner.
garage kept, excellent
condition, $3,900.
753-7292

sq. ft., screened in front
porch, Elm Grove rd.
$85,000. 293-7257 or
753-3061
FSBO: Gatesborough
tri-level. Ground levelentry hall, laundry
room, bath, den/bed-

2005 Cougar trave
trailer. 2 slides, 2 bed
rooms, sleeps 8, 34ft
long, never
been
smoked in, nor animals
inside. 270-753-6174.
Trailer is located at
3335 St. Rt. 121S.,
Murray.
1997 Coleman Pop-Up

room w/built-in cherry
computer center. Main
living-room
floorw,wood burning gas
logs fireplace, built-ins,

Camper, sleeps 8+ Fun
& King Beds, a must
see on Circarama Dr
$3500 080 761-2025
Of 293-2728

plantation shutters, formal DR. kitchen- stainless appliances, pantry,
Florida room. Main
floor ceilings 10-ft.
Upstairs 313R, 2-large
walk-in closets, 2BA.
Floonng- Hardwood,
mexican tile & brick,
stairway car3BRs
peted. Inground pool
with lanai. 293-2418 for
viewing. $250,000.
IN1‘11 I/1%1i
1)1 If I 11 1111!

Ss 11 us • I t

Etb & Wars
BOAT, 3 motors, $450
753-6012
14FT. fishing boat, Dilly
trailer, 1514P Johnson
Motorguide
motor,
trolling motor, $825
Call (270)759-3231
1996 Hams Classic

pontoon

boat.

KIRKSEY 1049 Hwy
464. 2 or 3 bedroom,
2-bath. basement, car

port, hardwood floors.
Ms floors in kitchen
baths, new central
heat & sir $90,000
(270)554-0387

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
MCKINSEY INS.
IN N.STII STREET
753-3500

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree

24'.

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
pink & tree work
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up, delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.
437-3044.
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

(hi

4 )\N

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY RILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock.
436-2113

anigilf
Carpet & Floors
Over 40year:eq.
Sales A instalistion

753-7728
NADEAU'S
Construction
'Flooring 'Decks

'Vinyl siding *All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111

411 s •ft s .4,,...ft,

*270-2934371'
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences
etc. (270)527-7176

759-11501
753- 1537
HOUSE wash special
$89.00 up to 1,500 sq.
ft. Sidewalk included
Lic & Insured
(270)978-1772

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438

Horoscope

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so;

ARIES(March 21-Apdi 19)
**** Refuse to sabotage
yourself. Listen to what is being
shared. Creativity needs to take
the lead. New beginnings
become possible because of a
child or loved one. Relax and
know that someone else's seriousness will add that touch of
solidity. Tonight: Add in fun.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** A friend or associate jolts
you, reminding you that there is
another way. You might be overwhelmed by news that heads in
your direction. Know when to
pull back and lean on another's
expertise. Tonight: Say "yes."
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Others appear to have
momentum on their side. Not
understanding the pros and cons
of a situation, you might opt to
pull back or defer to someone
else. Investigate new possibilities with an eye to a snafu
Tonight:

condition.
excellent
fully loaded 753-9959,
759-4,442 after 6PSA

options.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You get a lot done, and

through

your

quite quickly at that. Your ability
to move past a problem demonstrates your flexibility and skill in

•
LAWN SIERVIIC
Mowing. Manicuring
& tend aping
Satistat tem guaranteed
Call 753-1816

or 2274611
YOUR AD
COULD IC
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7534916
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,

stump grinding. firewood Insured 4892639

H.

7U.

raamoikmd
David's
Home
Improvement

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers

its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
Occur.
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger
& Times, nor any of
its
employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever
for their activities.

water Damaged Floors
Braces 8 Floor Joists
,-ismodeing & Plumbing

\\. ‘t.i \II \

All remodeling.
No Iob too small.

• weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work. Home: 731-2475359 or Cell: 731-2345933

PRESERVE the pas
on DVD, convert you
home VHS tapes to
DVD. Preserve your
home movies today by
transferring them to
DVD. Call 753-9297 or
227-5818

JOE'S JOBS

WE SERVICE
.11.1
'scowlIi i'ii,jls

MI Maw Appliances
and Most Major Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713

753-4344 • 227-5644
I

1.• it ici'iti',is
\to% hip; lAperts
I 0...)11 wig Distances
Federal !JUAN'S& Inured
I ree e,timates
tecalk 'is
shb..loori

WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consultants
-Deer and Turkey
*Custom planting
'Soil testing
•Liming and Fertilizing
*Spraying
*Bedding area Design
and Construction
*Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
498-8950/evenings

SNOW'S Alternator &
Starter Service
Repair, rebuild - reasonable prices. Call
731-642-6939.
654
Hobby Rd., Pans, TN
38242

Jaed GdfirM0fie Owner
Wel Do Insurance Work
v'eaS MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

WHITE
CONSTRUCTION
specializing in poured
concrete basements
Licensed & Insured

WEST Calloway
County Development
Track hoe, dozer work.
backhoe & septic systems.
For sale: top soil, gravel.
Will build you a hom,
to suit your needs.
Lots for sale: Landon
Hills Subdivision.
270-210-3781, 270559-2032

519-2713
WINDOW
CLEANING
by SONLIGHT
(270)293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Cleaning
Screen Repair
Free Estimates

Need help
Promoting your Business')
Call us we will be glad to heip
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

kv Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, July 26,2007:
This year you often feel challenged by those you care about
most. Take what you hear with a
gram of salt. Your creativity and
ingenuity come into play as you
attempt to defy certain precepts
or understand more of what is
going on. You will break precedent and make others look, if not
admire. You have been serious if
not demanding, wanting more
from your life. If you are single,
you have many admirers. Do
you really want to remain the
lonely Lion? You have a choice.
If you are attached, you will
enter a new, romantic phase of
this bond. SAGITTARIUS
always encourages you to take
the next step -- be it a project,
situation or relationship.

Sort

270-227-2115
270-293-1899

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.

V•di

Licensed/Insured

CUSTOM
D-6 H, 12 ft blade
clearing, fence rows.
uneerbrushing ponds,

RESICOM CONTRACTORS

NEED A
METAL ROOF?
CALL
(270)752-0414
Ask forDarren
Nightengale

FREE

warranty on

vinyl replacement
windows by:

Services Oared

COLE
CONSTRUCTION
metal roofs, siding,
replacement windows.
screen rooms
Work guaranteed
866-832-3230

waterways
19 yrs experience
Greg Rentroe

.1SP111..11.T
\ lichen Bros.
l'a% hag

Conunercial /Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

It V1 Is
170-753-1179

Yamaha 115HP motor,

IS crip-

cif %•11111.1.• •
'1-111-110\11

Since 1986
24 must saavez
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.

AM

406 N. 5th, 2 bedroom,
1 bath, furnished.
&limbs
$50,000.
(270)554-0367
SHEEP and cows
4BR, 2ba doublevede
489-2741
on permanent foundaWANT to buy: hay for tion, 1 17 acre, hardcows. 731-247-5776, wood floors, fireplace,
c/h/a, recently remod731-642-2555
eled, all new appli230
ances, new roof, 1,800

Hill Electric

Lifetime glass breakage

General Contracttfa;

I

Dozer work & Track
hoe
CATHY'S
Wallpapenng, Painting,
Cleaning. 270- 2276606 731-498-8904

:i4

Calhoun Construction, LLC

Ali

_

/Johns
had

7

4Isrsa

05' 1600 Vulcan,
extras. 2,300-mi
(270)978-1772/ $7,500
2004 CAF 50F Honda
dirt bike, 50cc, 3speed, auto, low hours,
excellent
condition
$800 cob° 753-8858 or
293-2193

ant
one
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getting down to basics If you are
not comfortable with someone,
say so, make it OK. Tonight, Aim
for what you want.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Your ingenuity gets you
past a financial issue A partner
could be unusually difficult or

Take your time. Tonight: Happy
at home.
UBFtA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
**** Knowing your limits
might be best, but if you don't,
don't worry! You will get a strong
indication of when you've had
too much. Your nerves will let
you know when to back off. Do
just that. Tonight: Get together
with a trusted pal.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** Investigate and see what
the possibilities are. What
appears to be a brilliant idea at
first will boomerang. Know that
you are lucky to have this occur
early on in the game. Otherwise,
it could have been a problem.
Tonight: Treat yourself.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** What you see as a
boomerang might only be a
change in events. What comes
up might be more important than
you initially thought. Everything
plays into a decision. You are
Tonight
getting
feedback.
Rework an idea.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** An unexpected reaction
could shed more light on a situa•
lion than you choose to realize
Relax and honor a decision that
a partner makes. You still might
have difficulty deferring. Don't
overthink a hassle. Tonight: Get
some extra R and R.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your friends play a
strong role in plans. You might
want to say "no" to a sudden
expenditure, but you are likely to
do the opposite. Think in terms
of gains and growth. Not every
decision can be explained.
Tonight: Zoom in on what you

Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
2. Stylish drapery hardware.
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
4. Custom upholstery
run done rn house')
5. Interior design services designed to fit your budget .,,rikisoe nur
Froo .des?go to fabncatoon to professional installation, your work is done
in house by our friendly staff

Come check out the Reed Mteriors difference for yourself?

cneed 'tzi,e/viort/se
408 S. 12th St. • 753-6361

'Service After Sale
'Full Parts Dept
'Locally Owned &
Operated
amer

MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 E. Main Street • 753-1586

90P:VA PET

want.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Make a bold move or
think in terms of change. Others
will follow your path, even if you
don't think so. The possibilities
become obvious. You see
beyond what many cannot.

Tonight: Work late.
BORN TODAY
Actress Sandra Bullock (1964)

samarm

Cooper is a yellow Labrador
Retriever, adult, male

Maki is a black and tan Coonhound
mix, young adult, temale

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-F11. TO AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141

BUILT GARAG
1987

,

Family Owned And Operated Sior`Ai

Service• Customer Satisfaction Is Our Goal!
Oual
loll I tve .044-S-1,2.14;1
Call Us For A
270-674-5530
No-Cost • No-Obligation • No Hassle • On Site Corisuttalion & Estimate

tdi lilt I rei ted tin Itithng((elk wk. Floor, \of Prit-tali-.. I. attiiiiter Built.
l‘ritten 1‘arratits.
hum! t ratt•ntariship. 1 arger Le"-,

Viritt t I 11

Deluxe Models w/hard siding

Deluxe Models w/vinyl siding

touchy Think in terms of growth

and new development. Anything
is possible with the correct mental attitude Tonight: Put your feet
up and relax
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Someone iolts you.
Though you might not be able to
change someone's mind, you
will make a difference. Facts.
more than opinions, count, and
you will see the end results
Investigate rather than declare

•

Visit Us At: www.bbgarag.s.com
Ildelt•Stone•Hardwood Covering Also Available
..tern Tennessee, Southern Illinois
Serving Western Icentu,1,1„ tVe,
Financing Available - 0% Down. Low Monthly Payments
=

Ayr.
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UmAdngBack
II years ago
Published is a picture of Ken
Humptueys of Murray checking
out the damage to his car after
the storm on July 22 broke a limb
off • tree in his front yard on
Beckett Drive Heavy winds and
rain flooded many streets and receded almost as quickly as a started The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kahl
Also published is a picture of
Miranda Dunn, James Williams
and Donald R Fleming. members
of the Forester Family featured
in "How To Eat Fried Worms."
now playing at Murray Playouse
in the Park

20 years ago
Scott Conklin. I 3-year-old son
of Ray and Liz Conklin. has been
selected by audition for piuncipanon in the Eighth Suzuki International r'onsention in West Berlin.
Germany in August
Dr Ralph P Bailey. missionary on furlough from Africa. was
the speaker at the service today
at Murray Seventh Day Adventist
Church
M C Garrott writes about Frank
Hargis in his column. "Garron's
"
30 year'. ago
Published is a picture of droplets
of ram falling from the tips of
leaves on cornstalk% which were
a welcome sight for local farmers as well as practically everyone else this morning The rain,
first of any significance for sr% eral days should bring some relief
to parched crops and gardens The
photo was by Stall Photographer
(kite McCutcheon.
"The Soviet Georgian Dances"
will he the featured entertainers
in the opening concert by the
Murray Civic Music Association
on Oct 9 at Murray State University Lovett auditorium

40 years ago
Published is a picture of Leonard
Vaughn accepting the keys to the
new 1967 Mustang he won at the
close of the Murray-Calloway
Jaycee Fan. Also pictured arc Jim
Irby of the Fair Board making
the presentation of keys, John
Parker, local Ford dealer, Phyllis
Cunningham, Fair queen. and
Kevin Vaughn. grandson of Mr.
Vaughn
Mrs. Ruth Willoughby presented a program on "Emergencies
and Communism" at a meeting of
the Women's Society of Christian
Service of Russell Chapel United
Methodist Church held at the
church

50 years ago
Richard C Charles, student at
University of Kentucky, Lexington, and Herbert Cherry Jr and
Glenn A. Waldrop. students at
Murray State College. will complete six weeks of ROTC training Aug. 2 at Fort Campbell. They
are an from Murray
Janet Like entertained 4-11 club
members and other girls of the community at her home in Kirksey
at a part of her 4-fl project. -The
4-H Club Member Entertains"

60 years ago
Calloway County Farm Agent
S.V Foy and H I Craig. Scott
Solomon and James R. Cooper
are attending the annual field day
at the University of Kentucky Substation at Princeton today for the
West Kentucky area
Mrs Lucille Potts presented a
program on "Parents and their
Duties Toward Children" at a meting of the Women's Society of
Christian Service of Coldwater
United Methodist Church held at
the home of Mrs Mildred Adams
A family reunion was held
recently at the home of Mr and
Mrs Buddy Paschall of Hazel

By The Associated Press
Wednesday, July 25.
the 206th day of 2007 There are
159 days left in the !real
Today's Highlight an History
On July 25. 1956. the Italian
liner Andrea Dona collided with
the Swedish passenger ship Stockholm off the New England coast
late at night and began sinking.
at least SI people were killed
IThe Andrea Dona sank the following day, eleven hours after the
crash ;

13IN El le El L_

On this date
In 1866. Ulysses S Grant was
named General of the Amy of
the United States, the first officer to hold the rank
In 1868, Congress passed an
act creating the Wyoming TerrilorY
In 1943. Benito Mussolini was
dismissed as premier of Italy by
Victor Emmanuel III, and placed
under arrest tiloweser, Mussolini was later rescued by the Nazis,
and reasserted his authority.

S.CiO
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Why Lipitor for
low cholesterol?

Mother is dating daughter's
ex-lover, and family is upset
DEAR ABBY: My daughter's former lover, 'Beau,' is
my age. (She is 20 years
younger.) She was married
when she and Beau had their
affair, and still is. She regretted the affair, but continues to
keep him as a friend. She
introduced
us a few
years ago.
As their
affair dwindled to a
friendship.
Beau and I
began
to
have
an
Dear Abby interest in
each other.
As I started
By Abigail
to see him
Van Buren
in a different
light, my family got upset.
Are they overreacting, or is
this so strange that I should
stop the relationship? It does
creep me out a bit, but Beau
is such fun to be with that I
don't dwell on the past. Would
it be extremely weird to date
your daughter's ex-lover? Your
thoughts, please. -- HAVING
A BALL DOWN SOUTH
DEAR HAVING A BALL:
Let me put it this way: It
would be highly unusual. I'm
all for having a ball, both
down South and up North. But
I wish you had mentioned
exactly who in the family finds
what you are doing "upsetting.' If it's your daughter and
her husband, you should seriously consider the consequences of continuing the

TodaylnIllstory
10day Is

Murray Ledger & nines

In 1946, the U.S detonated an
atomic bomb near Bikini Atoll in
the Pacific in the first underwater test of the device
In 1952. Puerto Rico became
a self-governing commonwealth of
the U.S.

In 1957, Tunisia became a
republic.
In 1963, the US . Soviet Union
and Bntain initialed a treaty in
Moscow prohibiting the testing of
nuclear weapons in the atmosphere, in space or underwater.

romance because it could not
only put a damper on future
family gatherings, but also create a permanent rift between
you and your daughter and her
family
•••

DEAR ABBY: I have been
married to my husband for 10
months. This is his first marriage and my second. I have
a 12-year-old daughter and a
7-year-old son from my first
marriage. When my son was
born. I decided I was done
having kids. I had one of each;
it was perfect.
My new husband doesn't
have kids of his own and
would like to have a chance
to raise a child from birth -either a biological child or an
adopted one. He's a good dad,
and I know he would love to
have a baby. I just feel like
it would be an injustice to my
kids -- not to mention unfair
to another child because of
not only the age difference,
but the bond my children have
with each other. At the same
time, I would love to share
that expenence with my husband. I feel torn, and I don't
know what's best. -- CAN'T
DECIDE IN BOISE, IDAHO
DEAR CAN'T DECIDE:
I hope you realize that this is
something you and your husband should have thoroughly
discussed before you married
him. From my perspective, it
is clear that YOU do not want
another child. If you did, you
would realize that the "bond
your children already have" is
capable of being expanded, and
that they might love to have
a much younger baby brother
or sister. Love isn't something
that's rationed. The more there
is, the more there is

DEAR DR. GOTT: Dur- read at age 3. is very active
ing his recent physical exam- in sports, starting at age 1ination, my husband, who is 1t2 shooting baskets for two
58 years old, was given a pre- hours during his sister's birthscription for Lipitor and day party. In school and after
instructed to take 10 milligrams school, he plays in organized
a day for two months and basketball, baseball and socreturn to be cer. But because he lost so much
tested again. weight, he has been prescribed
his steroids again. The only side
Since
total choles- effects he shows is his puffy
terol is only cheeks — no excessive weight
154, why do or bulking of his body.
His mother is a researcher
you suppose
the doctor at an off-campus university
this health department. Other than
made
re corn men - going to either Harvard's or
Dr. Gott dation? He Yale's medical school, as my
has no other cardiologist brother suggested,
risk factors is there anything they can conBy
Dr. Peter Gott — no fami- sider? We are all concerne&
ly history, about his being prescribed
no high blood pressure, he's steroids again.
DEAR READER: You
not overweight, and he doesdon't mention the reason your
n't smoke.
DEAR READER: This baf- grandson has lost so much
weight and the purpose of
fles me, too.
In a healthy man without risk steroid therapy. Also. I am
factors. I believe that Lipitor unclear as to what degree the
for a low cholesterol of 154 cardiologist is involved: as a
should be re-evaluated. The family member or consultant?
nsks of Lipitor therapy exceed You also mention this has hapthe potential benefit. I suggest pened before. What was the
that your husband should meet diagnosis at that time? Did the
with his doctor for clarifica- steroids help him then?
tion.
I suggest that you review
To give you related infor- this strange situation with your
mation. I ant sending you a grandson's pediatrician. Does
copy of my Health Report the child have an overactive
"Coronary Artery Disease." thyroid gland? What is his carOther readers who would like diac problem, if any? Without
a copy should send a long, learning of his previous diagself-addressed, stamped enve- nosis. I am reluctant to dislope and $2 to Newsletter, PO cuss options, including the use
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. of steroids. These drugs have
Be sure to mention the title.
many side effects, some of
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 10- which are dangerous, such as
year-old grandson, during the an effect on his immune syspast year, has lost 30 pounds tem. Start your investigation
even though he eats balanced with the pediatrician.
meals and as much as his siblings. He taught himself to

•
•
•

DEAR ABBY: What are
some ways that people can
improve a negative self-image.
improve their self-confidence
and be more positive in their
interactions with other people?
A.J. IN SALT LAKE CITY
DEAR A.J.: I'm glad you
asked. Allow me to offer a
few suggestions:
( I ) Stop and consider what
caused your negative selfimage. Then begin taking positive steps to improve your
body, soul and intellect.
(2) If you feel yourself
reverting to a poor sclf-image,
remind yourself of what you
are doing and why.
(3) Reach out and do something for someone who is less
fortunate than you are. It's a
guaranteed upper.
t4) Avoid people who make
themselves feel better by making others feel less so.
(5) Count your blessings
every single day, and make up
your mind to be happy. People are usually as happy as
they are determined to be.

ContractBridge
North dealer
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 1096
.73

•K J
•AQ 1062
WEST
EAST
0
•7 4 2
•1 10 9 4
IP A K 86 5 2
•Q 10 5
•9 7 3 2
*1 9 8 5 4 3
•
SOUTH
•KQJ 853
Q
•A 8 6 4
•K 7
The bidding:

North
l•

East

South

West

2
4V
2*
4•
Pass
Pass
4 NT
5
Pass
Pass
6,0
Pass
Dble
Opening lead
the of clubs.

When a slam is bid, the difference
between making it and losing it ordinarily ranges from 1.000 to 1,800
points, depending on vulnerability.
Slams therefore arc worthy of the
closest possible attention by both
sides
C'oasistent with the importance
of slam hands, there arc ses nal special defensive weaporns that help to
increase the chance of defeating an
opposing slam.

One of these stipulates that when
a defender not on lead doubles a slam
voluntarily reached by the opposition, he is directing his partner to
lead, or sometimes not to lead, a specific suit.
the advantage of this convention
is illustrated by the accompanying
deal. South makes the slant if West
leads a heart, the suit East bid. But
East's double forbids the normal
heart lead and calls for an unusual
cad. lt is not difficult for West, with
six cards in the suit dummy has bid,
to deduce that the reason for East's
double is that he can rutT a club.
So West leads a club, East ruffs,
and East then cashes a heart to put
the contract down one — 200 points.
With a heart lead, South would score
1.860 points.
It is true that by using such a convention, the defenders might occasionally lose an extra 50 or 100
points they could hase gained by
doubling a slam. But this occasional
loss is a mighty cheap price to pay
for ensunng the defeat ofother slams
that would otherwise come rolling
home
.rhe opening leader usually has no
trouble deducing which suit his partner wants led. Most important of all.
he is barred from leading the suit his
side has bid. Of the two side suits
left the leader's hand will nearly
always tell him where to attack.

Tomorrow: Abracadabra.

•••
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1 RV haven
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Recognizing Progress
AP
NBA Commissioner David Stern
speaks during a news conference
regarding the betting probe against
NBA referee Tim Donaghy on
Tuesday in New York. Stem called it
the "worst situation" he's experienced
in his 23 years at the helm.

Charges
against
Donaghy are
'isolated case'
STERN BLAMES
'ROGUE, CRIMINAL'
FOR BETTING
SCANDAL

MATT GRIFFIN
MURRAY STA TF
SCOTT NANNEY

Ledger & Times

Murray State head coach Matt Griffin talks to media representatives gathered around his table during Tuesday's OVC Media Day festivities at
Nashville's LP Field. The Racers were picked seventh in the league's preseason poll.
•

GRIFFIN'S RESURRECTION OF RACER PROGRAM STARTING TO TAKE'SHAPE'

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Matt
Griffin never thought that resurrecting
the Murray State football program
would be an easy chore. And it hasn't
been.
The Racers went just 1-10 during
their first season under the former
Tennessee-Martin coach. And they
have lost 15 straight Ohio Valley
Conference games, spanning the 2005
and 2006 seasons, including losing 19
of their last 22 games overall.

But there appears to be some light
at the end of a long, dark tunnel for
both Griffin and the Racers. And their
peers in the OVC are starting to recognize that.
In a preseason poll of the league's
coaches and sports information directors — officially released during
Tuesday's OVC Media Day activities
at LP Field — Murray State was
picked to finish seventh among 10
teams.
Granted. the Racers were picked
ahead of perennial doormat Southeast

Missoun State, a Samford program
under the tutelage of a new head coach
— former Heisman Trophy winner
and Auburn star Pat Sullivan — and
an Austin Peay squad that is just
returning to the conference after several years as a non-scholarship program. But progress can be seen, nevertheless.
"I think it's scary, really," said
Eastern Illinois head coach Bob Spoo
of the Racers' potential under Griffin.
"What's happened at Martin and what
IN See OVC, 2C

PRESEASON
OVC Fooraitu.

STANDINGS
School (1.40.....N.) Total Points
Eastern SittlOiS (8)
150
Jacksonville Si. (61 139
126
UT-Martin (4)
Eastern Kentucky (1) 119
Tennessee St.(1) 103
Tennessee Tech
79
60
Murray State
57
SEMO
46
Samford
21
Austin Peay

Simpson continues to reap success from Griffin
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — If Matt Griffin needs an
encouraging sign during his latest
rebuilding project at Murray State,
he needs to look no further than his
last stop — Martin. Tenn.
In just three short seasons, Griffin
managed to turn around the fortunes
of a moribund Tennessee-Martin program that basically had no tradition.
leading the Skyhawks to their first
winning season (6-5) in over a
decade in 2005 before moving on to
Murray.
By Scott Nanney
New Martin coach Jason Simpson
Sports Editor
reaped the benefits of Griffin's
rebuildiing job last fall, when he led
the Skyhawks to a share of their first OVC championship since joining the league in 1992. Martin went 92. finishing 6-1 in conference play, before earning its
first-ever trip to the Division 1-AA playoffs, where it fell
to Southern Illinois 36-30.
At Tuesday's OVC Media Day gathering. Simpson
credited Gnffin with doing the grunt worked that helped
pave the way for UTM's success.

Sidelines

"Make no mistake about it, he left us some good
players," Simpson said of the Racer coach. "Matt's been
really good to me since I've been in Martin. We have a
great relationship. I was very fortunate to take over a
program that had a foundation."
Simpson's next challenge is to keep the momentum
his program has generated, and continue to change the
perception of UT-Martin football.
Entering the 2005 season, the Skyhawks had won
only 16 of their first 96 OVC contests and had gone 10
straight seasons without winning more than two games.
From 1996 to 2004. Martin posted a miserable 10-89
record.
"I'm sure there's still a lot of skeptics out there,"
noted Simpson. who was hired by Martin out of
Chattanooga. where he spent four seasons as the Mocs'
assistant head coach/offensive coordinator. "You're talking about a program that's had four winning seasons
since 1988. We've still got to prove some things to a lot
of people, hut that's OK."
Griffin can relate.
Despite a solid history of success, the Racers enter
the 2007 season in much the same predicament as his
•See SIMPSON. 2C

SCOTT NANNEY / Lodger & Times
Jason Simpson picked up where
Matt Griffin left off at TennesseeMartin, leading the Skyhawks to
a share of their first OVC championship in 2006.

NEW YORK(AP)— David Stern has
seen college basketball and German soccer overcome point-shaving scandals. He
never imagined his own league would be
thrown into one.
The NBA commissimer blamed
4k0K1/e7isolated criminal-Mt Dottithy
for that, creating a betting scandal that
has devastated the league and threatened
the credibility of every referee.
"My reaction was, I can't believe it's
happening to us," the commissioner said
Tuesday.
Today those other sports remain popular, and Stem thinks the NBA will also
eventually recover from the "most serious situation and worst situation that I
have ever experienced either as a fan of
the NBA,a lawyer for the NBA or a commissioner of the NBA."
"It is my hope that the NBA will be
similarly accorded the benefit of the
doubt based upon what we have done,
what we stand for and what we pledge to
continue to do," said Stern, who has held
the top post for 23 years.
A subdued Stern said he felt betrayed
by the former referee — the target of an
FBI investigation for allegedly betting on
games, including some he officiated,
over the last two seasons.
Stern said he believed no other officials or players would be implicated in
the betting scandal.
Pausing often and carefully choosing
his words during the packed, 1-hour, 10minute news conference, Stern compared
Donaghy to someone who's committed
treason.
"I feel betrayed by what happened on
behalf of the sport, regardless of how
protective I've been," he said. "This is
not something that is anything other than
an act of betrayal of what we know in
sports as a sacred trust."
Besides allegedly placing his own
wagers, investigators also are examining
whether Donaghy provided inside information to others. including referees'
schedules, according to a person familiar
with the investigation.
"Not only aren't they permitted to
either gamble or provide information to
people," Stem said.

'HICAGO 4,ST. LOUIS 3

Cubs come back, hold on
ZAMBRANO
NOTCHES
LEAGUE-LEADING
13TH WIN
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Carlos
Zambrano's NL-leading 13th victory
as more of a struggle than usual
The Chicago Cubs' ace didn't seem
to mind after his gutty performance
.4-1
helped heat the St Louis Cardinal,
on Tuesday night.
"1 feel good when I don't have my

best stuff because that makes me
pitch." Zambrano said. -That makes
me use the corners and I don't hang
anything."
Third baseman Scott Rolen's twoout fielding error on Ryan Thenoes
routine grounder opened the door in the
pivotal inning for the Cubs. who are an
NL-best 20-7 since June 3. Entenng a
six-game road trip. Chicago had lost
two straight hut has not lost three in a
row since a six-game skid from May
27-June 2.
"There's not much worse feeling in
baseball than making an error and
watching the run come in and score and

putting you behind." Rolen said. "That
ball was right there and I booted it."
The error helped spoil the start of a
crucial seven-game hornestand against
the top two teams in the NL Central for
the defending World Series champions,
who fell to 45-51 and nine games back.
"We're in a spot where we can't
afford to give any games away," Rolen
said. "When you're playing the secondplace and first-place teams in your
division, we need to win these games
and we don't need to be kicking balls
around the field."
lambrano (13-71 threw 117 pitches
SP See CUBS, 2C

JEFF ROBERSON / AP
Chicago pitcher Carlos Zambrano works during the first inning against the
Cardinals Tuesday in St Louis
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From Page IC
they were able to do last year IS
a result of what Matt Gnffin
has
done_ "He's proceeding the same
way at Murray. ... He's doing it
the right way. He's always been
quality guy. and his Wallis are
that way, as well. That's always
an ingredient to access.
Jack Crowe, the head coach
at two-time OV(' champion
Jacksonville State. echoed
Spoo's sentiments.
"I watched what he did at
Martin."(•rowe noted. "We beat
him up pretty bad one time, but
scores don't always indicate
what you really leave the field
feeling. Every time 1 %:IW one of
his teams, they were always better (than the time before). I see
the same thing happening at
Murray.
"(Rebuilding a program) is a
slow process, but that Murray
program is going to get better
and better. I see them being a lot
better this year," he added.
Spoo and Crowe won't likely
have to worry about the youthful
Racers being a threat this season, as the two-time defending
champion Panthers and the
Ganiecocks were selected to finlah first and second, respectively. in the poll. But Griffin is
pleased with the progress of his
second-year program -- even if
its been only minimal on the
scoreboard.
"You•se got kids who base
been through the program for a
whole cycle now," Gnffin said.
"The two recruiting class has

SPOR'FS
gone through spring practice.
Before that, they went through
an offseason conditioning program. Now, they're in a summer
program with our strength and
conditioning coach, Si) we've
had a full year with them.
"The kids know what to
expect everywhere they go.
'They've seen me in spnng practice. I'll say one word, and they
know where they're going.
(Rebuilding) has happened
faster here, I think, than it did
before -- maybe a year sooner
than at the last place (Martin).
... Good things are happening,
and the program is moving in
the right direction."
Only 14 upperclassmen are
listed on the MSU roster, with
preseason All-OVC senior linebacker Nathan Williams, a
Murray native, leading the way.
The rest of the squad is a mix of
young and talented players that
has Griffin excited.
"It is a process. I think the
thing I learned the first time I
did this (at Martin) is patience.
You're always demanding as a
head coach. hut the tough thing
is not getting i the results) sometimes," the Murray coach continued. "You've got to remember there are freshmen and sophomores there, and you're
expecting them to do things that
seniors do. That's where you
need patience.
-I think we have better personnel now. ... We've changed
every element of the program.
We've done everything we can
to make this a first-class operation tor our kids. When they sec

that, they understand that a new
standard has been set."
In looking for their first OVC
win in nearly three years, the
Racers will have to navigate a
treacherous league schedule that
appears to be more challenging
than ever.
While Eastern Illinois and
Jacksonville State continue to be
strong contenders for the conference crown, perennial powerhouse Eastern Kentucky which has finiihed second in
two of the last four seasons
under legendary head coach Roy
Kidd's successor, Danny Hope
- appears to be a darkhorse
candidate for the title.
The
there's UT-Martin,
which emerged from the shadows to post its first wirming season (6-5)in years in 2005 before
sharing last year's championship with the Panthers.
Tennessee State, under thirdyear head coach James Webster,
is also in the mix of contenders
after posting a 6-5 finish a year
ago. The Tigers are picked fifth
in the poll, joining EKU among
five teams to garner first-place
tallies from voters.
"(The league) is better,"
Gnffin claimed. "What's happened is people have made a
commitment to the defensive
side of the hall. That's how
you're going to win year in and
year out."
Spoo took Griffin's comments a step further, insisting
the ever-improving league
should be given its due diligence.
"We need to be gaining more

Murray Ledger & limes

After witnessing first-hand his predecessors knack for rebuilding programs.
Simpson has no doubt (inffin can work the
same magic in Murray.
"I told him after the (Murray-Martin)
game last year to keep plugging along,"
Simpson recalled. "He can coach, and his
coaching staff can recruit. He'll keep bringing the good players in there.... I know
they'll leave no stone unturned."
Meanwhile. Simpson intends to do the
same at Martin, where he hopes to turn
around a backyard nvalry with Murray
State that has been dominated by the
Racers.
Before 2005, MSU had won 34 of the
firm 44 games between the two schools,
irk Ithhtip an 12-game winning streak

c-.8y Krause, Tennessee-Martin
G-Oevon May, Jacksonville State
G-Ilionn hunted. Eastern Kentucky
T-An Hansen, Tenneesee-Maren
T-AnIttony Rubicon, Eastern Banos
K-Gavri Hello/a Jacksonville Stale
RET--Jessie Bunion Tennessee Martin
DEFENSE
(X--Georfrey Woods, Tennessee Tech
DL--Pterre Walters. Eastern linos
DL-Hme Wilson, Tennessee-Martin
DL-Shssin Richardson Tennessee
State
LB--Donalct Thomas Eastern Illinois
1.5-Adam C&SPO, Southeast Missouri
Sows
L.11--4eehen Williams, Murray State
O6-Oorninique Rodgers-Cromartie
Tema/see State
DES-Brandon Genet, Esteem
KeniuckY
D6-Seymour Loarnan Eastern larva
0B-Maunce Smelt, Tennessee Tech
P-Zach Walden, Jacksonville State

respect nationally as a football
conference," said Spot). who has
won four OVC championships
in his two decades at the
Charleston, Ill., school. "I think
we're headed in that direction."
"I think you can take the preseason selections and mix them
up pretty much any way you
want to." Hope said. "When you
set down and try to vote on No.
1,2 and 3, it's hard to do."

between 1993 and 2004.
The Skyhawks have won the last two
meetings, blasting the Racers in each of the
last two years (49-20 and 42-14). However,
Simpson admits his program has much
more work to do to make the series with
Murray a true nvalry.
"I think being as close as we are (to
each other, it's a game that people talk
about," he said. "I think there's a lot of history and tradition there, but it's been onesided for a long time. Murray's won a ton
of those games."
Simpson would also like to up the ante
in the series.
"I'd like to see us go back to playing
some type of trophy game." he explained.
"I think it would increase interest."

NFL
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Falcons hold off
on suspending
Vick until NFL
completes probe
ATLANTA
AP)
Hanging in Arthur Blank's
opulent headquarters is a
signed photograph of his star
quarterback breaking away
from a defender, a memento of
happier times for the Atlanta
Falcons.
"To: Arthur. Thanks for
everything. Michael Vick. 7."
Well, it looks as if that picture may soon be coming
down.
The Falcons said Tuesday
they wanted to suspend Vick
over dogfighting allegations.
and their owner left open the
possibility that the guy who
helped sell out Georgia Dome
every week, got one of the
biggest contracts in NFL history and became the face of the
franchise has played his final
game for Atlanta.
"This son of behavior is
really horrific," Blank said in
the team's first public comment since Vick was indicted
last week on federal charges
related to dogfighting "This is
not the player or the person
hat I knew the last six years."
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
American League Standings
All Tunes COT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Nee Y(.41‘
56 43 586
Atlanta
54 47 535
3
Philadelphia
51 48 515
5
F larks
48 53.475
9
Washington
42 57 424
14
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Milwaukee
56 44 580
Chicago
3
52 46 531
St Louis
45 51 489
9
Houston
43 57 430
13
FWisburgh
41 57 418
14
Cincinnati
42 5941614 1/2
West Dlyksion
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
56 4555.4
San Diego
54 455.45
1
Anions
54 48.529 2 12
Colorado
50 50 500 51(2
San Francisco
41 57 41813 1/2

Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia 4 Washington 3
N Y Me% 8. Pittsburgh 4
Milwaukee 5, Cincinnati 3
Houston 7, LA Dodgers 4
Chicago Cubs 4 St Louis 3
San Diego 5, Colorado 3
Arizona 9. Florida 3
Atlanta 7, San Franasco 5 13 innings
Wednesday's Games
San Diego (Germano 6-4) at Colorado
(Cook 6-8) 2 06 P m
Washington (Chico 4-8) at Philadelphia
(Nana* 11-5). 6 05 p m
Pittsburgh (Gorzelanny 9-5) at N
Meta (Glawne13-6). 6 10 p m
Mikvauktss (Suppan 8-8) at Cincinnati
(Loris* 5-12), 8 10 p m
L A Dodgers(Lowe 8-9) at Houston
(Albers 2-4), 7.05 p m
Chicago Cues (Lilly 10-4) at St Louis
(Warwinght 9-7), 7 10 p m
Florida (Olen 8-7) at Arizona (Web()881.840 pm
Atlanta (James 6-71 at San Francisco
1Lowry 10-7), 9 15 p rn
Thursdey's Games
Pittsburgh (Maholm 6-12) at NY Mitts
10 Perez 9-6) 11 10 a m
Milwaukee (Bush 8-8) al Cincinnati
(LNingston 2-1). 11 35 a m
Washington (Bacsik 3-6) at Philadelphia
(Eaton 9-6). 12 05 p m
Atlanta (Carlyle 5-2) at San Francisco
(Lincecom 5-2). 6 05 p m
San Diego ID WO/1s 5-6) at Houston
(Rodriguez 6-9). 7.05 pm
Chicago Cubs(Marquis 7-5) at St
Louis (Looper 7-8). 7.10 p m
LA Dodgers (Penny 12-1) at Colorado
(Lopez 5-3) 8 05 p m
Florida )1(irn 5.5) at Arizona Owings 55), 840 pm

Boston
New Your
Toronto
Baltimore
Tampa Bay

All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
61 39610
53 46.535 7 1/2
50 50 500
11
45 53 459
15
38 81 36422 1/2

Central Division
W
L Pct GB
59 40 596
cawsiana
58 42.580 11/2
Minnesota
51 49 510 8 1,2
Chicago
45 55 45014 1/2
Kansas City
43 56 434
16
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Anoeeb
57 42.578
Seattle
54 44.551 2 1/2
Oakland
48 52.490 9 1/2
Texas
45 56.448
13
Detroit

Tuesday's Games
Chicago Whne Sox 5. Detroit 3, 1st
grime
Chicago White Sox 8, Detroit 7. 2nd
game
Texas 2. Seattle 1, 1st game
Texas 4. Seattle 3 2nd game
Boston 1, Cleveland 0
Baltimore 3. Tampa Bay 0
Toronto 7, Minnesota 0
N Y Yankees 9, Kansas City 4
Oakland 4 L A Angels 3
Wednesday's Games
Minnesota (Silva 8-10) at Toronto
(Litsch 2-4), 11 37 am
Oakland (Blanton 8-7) at L A Angels
i Lackey 12-6). 2 35 p m
Boston )Beckett 13-3) at Cleveland
ICarmona 12-4), 6 05 p m
Tampa Bay ISonnanstrie 1-51 at
Baltimore (Bedard 9-4), 6 05 p m
N Y Yankees iMussina 4-7) at Kansas
City (Meche 7-6), 7 10 p m
Detroit (Rogers 3-2) at Chicago While
Sox (Contre(as 5-12), 711 p.m
Seattle (Batista 10-7) at Texas
i McCarthy 4-7), 7.35 pm
Thursday's Games
Tampa Bay (Jackson 2-9) at Baltimore
iTrachsel 5-7), 11.35 am
Detroit (Verlander 11-3) at Chicago While sox (Danks 6-7) 1 05 pm
Boston (Gabbard 4-0) at Cleveland
(Lee 5-7). 8 05 p m
N Y Yankees (Igawa 2-2) at Kansas
City (0e La Rosa 7-10), 7 10 pm
Oakland (Heron 11-3) at Seattle
(Weaver 2-8) 9.05 p m

Carpenter has season-

ending elbow surgery
ST. LOUIS (AP) Cardinals ace Chris Carpenter
had reconstructive elbow surgery Tuesday, an operation likely to sideline him for at least a
year.
The 2005 NI Cy Young
Award winner, out since opening day. had surgery in early
May to remove bone spurs and
was on a rehab assignment for
Class A Palm Beach when he
developed swelling and stiffness
on July H.
St. Louis team physician Dr.
George
Paletta
operated
Tuesday to repair the ulnar collateral ligament in Carpenter's
nght elbow.
Carpenter was 3-1 in five
postseason starts last year and
threw eight scoreless innings
against Detroit in Game 3 of the
World Series,r helping the
Cardinals win their first champi-

onship in 24 years. He's 51-18'
with a 3.10 ERA in 93 starts for
St. Louis over the last three sea-'
sons.
Carpenter hasn't pitched
since allowing five runs in six
innings during a season-opening
loss to the New York Mets. He
reported elbow stiffness and
swelling the following day.
•
Cardinals left-hander Mark
Mulder and right-handers Todd
Wellemeyer and Josh Kinney
also are on the DL. Kinney had
reconstructive elbow surgery
this spring.
Mulder, who had rotator cuff
surgery last September. threw a
bullpen session Tuesday and
could be close to a rehab assignment,
"He's making progress every
time he goes out there." manager Tony La Russa said. "It's been
exciting."

•Cubs
From Page 1C
Sonano bobbled, allowing a run
in 6 1-3 innings and the to score before Ryan Dempster
Cardinals ended his scoreless finished for his 17th save in 19
streak at 20 1-3 innings over chances. Albert Pujols went 0-•
three
games
on
Skip for-5 and grounded out to end it.::
Schumxiker's two-run triple in
Derrek Lee had two hits and::.
the fifth. They couldn't keep an RBI. driving in a run off Russ'.::
Zambrano from passing Brad Spnnger in the ninth in his first
1:
Penny for the NI victory lead.
game hack after serving a fiveZambrano. who struck out game suspension for his role in a
five and walked three, is 8-2 June 16 brawl with the San
with a 1.56 ERA in 10 starts Diego Padres.
since June 2 and has allowed
Jacque Jones and Ronny
two or fewer runs in all hut one Cedeno also drose in runs
for
of them. He's 2-() against the the Cubs. Cedeno, recalled from
Cardinals this year with a 2.03 Tnple-A Iowa earlier Tuesday,
ERA.
was batting only .034 when his
Pinch -hitter Ryan Ludwick single tied it at 2 in the sixth.
hit a single to left that Alfonso
Kip Wells (4-13) made his
second straight strong outing,
allowing two earned runs on
eight hits in 6 2-1 innings, but
regained the major league lead
in losses.
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NASHVILLE Tenn (AP)
The Ohio
Valley Conference preseason team
reseased Tuesday as selects° by league
coaches and sports inlonnation directors
OFFENSE
GB-Anionio Meaner, Tennessee State
A&--Don Chapman. Tennessee-Maron
RII-Javerns Mien* Tennessee
State
*NV-Micah Rucker. Eastern Wow
wat-aary Shipp. Tonnages, Tech
7E-Jorden Campanella, Eastern

•Simpson
From Page 1B
former Manin teams.
Since winning the 2002 OVC championship under former head coach Joe
Pannunzio. Murray has compiled just a 14I record over the last tour aeasons,
including a 3-19 mark in the last two campaigns
The Racers are currently in the throes of
.1 record 15-game conference losing streak.
MSt s last OW'win came in the 2004
season finale, when it defeated Tennessee
State 30-11 at Nashville.
"When you conic into a program that•.
down, you have to chame.the climate any
way you can," Griffin said yesterday.
"We've done everything we can to make *
this a first-class operation for our kids."
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Health
Support groups to meet in August

Photo provtdeO

A Murray-Calloway County Hospital patient uses one of the new
gowns that connection to a warming system. The gowns also better cover patients
bodies.

New gowns warm patients
Staff Report
morning. -There's not fuss or
People will have a few less bother — it's very simple."
things to worry about when
So they're modest and warm
they're admitted to Murray-Cal- — two welcome details in chilly
loway County now that new pre- and post-operative envigowns fit better and have a ronments.
Murray-Calloway County
built-in warming system.
The Bair Paws system fea- Hospital is one of the first
tures a gown that connects to facilities in the area to address
a small warming unit. Using this problem by using a new
a hand-held controller, patients alternative to traditional cotadjust the temperature of the ton hospital gowns, according
airflow through the gown to to information from the hospital.
their own comfort level.
"We found it important to
And the soft, single-use
adopt this new technology right
gown wraps completely around
away," MCCH Director of Surthe body and ties at the side gical Services
Norma Webb
to fully cover the patient.
said. "Our patients' satisfac-You don't have to worry tion is very important
to us
about holding your gown and the comfort
afforded
together and you can regulate patients by this
new system
the temperature any way you reAlly shows patients
how much
want," South Fulton, Tenn., we care. Keeping the
patient
resident Lucy Andrews said warm also reduces
chances of
after a procedure Thursday infection, less chance
of car8
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Special to Ledger
The Center for Health &
Wellness will offer several support group meetings during
the month of August, which
will be offered to members,
MCCH employees, as well as
the general community.
The Alzheimer's Disease
Support Group will meet
Tuesday, Aug. 14 and Tuesday. Aug. 28 at 4:30 p.m. in
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board Room. Free
sitter service during the meeting will also be offered. For
more information, please contact Cindy Ragsdale at 7621108.
The Bariatric Support
Group will be meeting on
Monday, Aug. 20 at 6 p.m.
in the Center for Health &
Wellness Classroom. For more
information on this support
group, contact Kim Royalty
at 227-3870.
The Breast Cancer Support Group will meet on
Tuesday, Aug. 28 at 6:30 p.m.

Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Mapper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Klapper RN. Hearing Aid Specialist

Physician's Hearing Center
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
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at the Center for Health &
Wellness in Murray
Also available at these
screenings is an Occult Blood
Screening Kit. The cost is $4
and this screening detects blood
in the stool, which can be an
early indicator of colon cancer.
For more information on the
August Health Express schedule or about the screenings
offered, call 270-762-1348.
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Additionally, MCCH Health
Express will have the following stops offering free screenings:
—Wednesday. Aug. IS, 8:30
to 11 a.m. — Free Blood Sugars and Blood Pressure Screenings at the Dover Senior Citizen Center in Dover, Tenn.
—Tuesday, Aug. 21, 8 a.m.
to noon and 1 to 3 p.m. —
Free Vision/Glaucoma, Osteo,
and Blood Pressure Screenings
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tion, please contact Stephanie
Cunningham at 270-210-4173.
The Grief Recovery Support Group will meet on
Thursday, Aug. 9 at 6:30 p.m.
in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Annex Conference
Room. Contact Murray-Calloway County Hospital Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 7621274 for more information
about this support group.
The Parkinson's Support
Group will be meeting on
Tuesday, Aug. 14 at 12 p.m.
at the George Weak's Community Center. To eat with
the Senior Citizens, come at
11:30 p.m. For more information, please contact Dixie
Hopkins at 753-6001.
The Stroke/Head Injury
Support Group will meet on
Thursday, Aug. 16 at 5:30
p.m. at the Center for Health
& Wellness Classroom. Contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557
for more information about this
support group.

MCCH Health Express announces stops for August

diac episodes, and decreased
bleeding."
Special to the Ledger
Unlike traditional patient
The Murray-Calloway Coungowns, which can gap in the ty Hospital Health Express will
back, are thin and sometimes be offering vision/glaucoma
stained from multiple uses, the screenings as well as blood
Bair Paws gowns provide a pressure and pulse checks durfresh, new gown for each ing the month of August.
The screenings are free to
patient and provide full coverage to protect patient mod- the communities visited by the
esty. The continuous flow of Health Express.
During the month of August,
warm air through the gown
the
Health Express will make
reduces the need for piles of
II stops to the following locawarm cotton blankets.
tions:
MCCH introduced the new
—Monday, Aug. 6, 8:30 to
gowns May 1. The marketing 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 3 p.m.
department has since received at Save-A-Lot in Murray
a couple comments written in
—Thursday, Aug. 9, 8:30 to
on patients surveys that make 11:30 a.m. at Kenlake Resort
the decision to use the new tech—Monday, Aug. 13, 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.
nology a wise one.
"I was very pleased with at Lowe's
—Tuesday. Aug. 14, 8:30 to
the thick gowns," one anonymous comment said. "They kept 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.
at Wal-Mart in Paris, Tenn.
me from freezing."
—Monday, Aug. 20, 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. at George Weak's
Community Center in Murray
—Wednesday, Aug. 22, 9 to
be currently certified in oncology, hold a bach- 11:30 a.m. at Hamlin One-Stop
elor's degree or higher in a health related field
—Thursday, Aug. 23, 8:30
and have a minimum of two years experience to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
in administering chemotherapy, and complete a p.m. at Wal-Mart in Murray
trainer course. These highly qualified trainers
—Monday, Aug. 27, 8:30 to
assist ONS in setting standards of excellence in
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.
cancer care.
at First United Methodist Church
Trainers are required to present at least one
Murray
ONS cancer chemotherapy and biotherapy course in
—Tuesday, Aug. 28, 8:30 to
per year. maintain a specified average on course
11:30 a.m. at Duncan's Marevaluations, and comply with other course stanket
dards. To ensure the integrity of the program,
trainers and courses are periodically audited by
ONS.
The Oncology Nursing Society is a national
organization of more than 35,000 oncology nurses and other healthcare professionals committed
to promoting excellence in oncology nursing
and quality cancer Care.

Renita Carter earns recognition from ONS
Special to the Ledger
Renita Caner, RN. BSN, OCN of Diplomate
Oncology and Hematology has been appointed
as an official trainer for the Oncology Nursing
Society Cancer Chemotherapy and Biotherapy,
a compression review for nurses who administer chemotherapy.
David Case, M.D. of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, owns diplomate Oncology and Hematology.
The ONS cancer chemotherapy and biotherapy course is an in-depth program that provides
registered nurses with the information they need
to safely administer chemotherapy. The ONS
cancer chemotherapy and biotherapy course is
taught throughout the United States and Canada by about 900 trainers. More than 80,000
nurses have attended this course since 1998.
To become an ONS cancer chemotherapy and
biotherapy course trainer, registered nurses must

in the Center for Health &
Wellness Classroom. Contact
Evelyn Wallis for more information at 489-2462.
The Breast Feeding Support Group will be meeting
on Saturday, Aug. 4, 11, 18,
and 25 at 10:45 a.m. at the
St. John's Episcopal Church.
For more information about
this support group, please contact Heather Duffy at 4365657.
Compassionate
Friends
Support Group will meet on
Thursday. Aug. 30 at 7:30
in Private Dining Room
1 (at the Murray-Calloway
Couitty Hospital. Please contact Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274, or Hilda
Bennett at 731-498-8324 for
more information on this support group.
Additionally, the Death of
a Parent Support Group will
meet on Monday, Aug. 6, 13,
20 & 27 at 7:00 p.m. If interested or need more informa-
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CELESRATIONI
All Grades Kindergarten- 5th

JULY 26, 2007
6:00 p.m.

t
We've Got Webkinz!
Meet the huggable plush pets with on online playground.
Each pet carries a secret code to let you enter Webkinz World!

Kindergarten "Meet The Teacher".3

• Ploy games, trivia challenges, design a home for your new pets
• Earn Kinzcash to get treats and lays for your online Oaymases
• Sale, friendly and hours al fun

July 31st •5:30 pm

No`wbtet Collect Them All!
P•va"a
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Come meet our new principal
a
p

Vennis Fisher (
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Front-yard vege
corner lot almost entirely with
By ELLEN SIMON
fruit trees, berry bushes and vegAP Business Writer
NEW YORK (API-- A dedi- etables
"Now that the plantings have
cated group of vegetable gard, it's pretty," he said. "It
mature
front
their
out
deners is ripping
wasn't so pretty the first couple
lawns and planting dinner.
Their front-yard kitchen gar- years."
Shannon McBride, 47, of
dens, with everything from veggrass
etables to herbs and salad Huntsville. Alabama, kept
ard
front-y
her
around
borders
a
of
food,
greens, are a source
topic of conversation with the vegetable beds.
"We promised our neighbor
neighbors and a political statewouldn't grow corn, because
we
ment.
she
Leigh Anders, who tore up that looks kind of tacky,"
said.
four
lawn
about half her front
The neighbor also thought
year. ago and planted vegetaes looked "untidy," so
tomato
A
sends
garden
her
bles, said
e and her husband are
McBrid
message that anyone can grow at
,
least some of their food. That growing bell peppers, carrots
of
kinds
two
herbs,
chives,
itask should shift from agribus
and
ness back to individuals and beans, beets, okra, lettuce
to the
off
is
corn
Her
ers.
cucumb
,
Anders
said
ities,
their commun
side of the house.
of Viroqua, Wisc.
An anonymous complaint
"This movement can start
Karen Baumann's frontabout
plant
with simply one tomato
ento,
growing in one's yard," she said. yard garden in Sacram
garlocal
by
fight
to
a
led
Calif.
been
have
people
While
landcity's
the
against
deners
growing food in their backyards
that
forever. front-yard vegetable scaping code, which stated
more
no
up
take
could
s
garden
for
outlet
g
gardens Are a growin
yard.
people whose backyards are too than 30percent of the front
where
hearing
public
a
After
as
well
as
small,
too
shady or
ld twin
those who want to spread their Baumann's 11 -year-o
sons testified, dressed as a carrot
beliefs one tomato at a time.
changed
Many hope their gardens will and a tomato, the city
revive the notion of victory gar- the law.
"I'm always asked. 'What
dens, which by some estimates
winter?"
40 percent of will it look like in the
provided
a landAmerica's vegetables during said Rosalind Creasy.
been
has
who
r
designe
scape
World War II.
ping
The topic has gotten more writing about edible landsca
it
design
you
"If
years.
25
for
rs
blogge
as
lly
but/ nationa
herb garden, it
chronicle their experiences and well and it has an
of the dumbenvironmentalists have scruti- will look fine. One
lawns in
dead
is
see
I
things
est
als
nized the effects of chemic
brown for
and water used to grow lawns. A the winter. They're
year. How
hook called "Foildi'llpttfftvins's• six months of the
published last year. inspired sev - beautifttl is that?"
eral offshoot groups.
Frit/ Haeg, an artist and
architect, has done yards in
Kansas. California and New
Jersey as part of a project called
"Edible Estates."
flarg. who is working on a
hook. due out in _ 18, called
"Edible Estates:(Attack on the
Front Lawn." s• ii he's been
overwhelmed by the response.
He gets hundreds of e-mails
every month from people who
want to he next.
"People are obsessed with
their homes, creating these
cocoons that isolate them," he
said. "This project is about
reaching out, getting them connected to their streets"
Some of the neighbors are
less than thrilled Some municipal codes limit the percentage of
a yard that can he planted with
anything other than trees and

r

Every July 4, AS part of bee
neighborhood block party, she
harvests wheat, lays it down on
ll
a tarp on her driveway, covera
with a cloth and has all the
neighbors do what she calls:
"the tennis shoe twist" to thresh
it.

AP
Calif.
,
Monica
Santa
in
home
at his
Histonan Nat Zappia takes care of his vegetable parcel
about $200 to $300 a year on
eat.
Some front-yard gardeners the food they
Zappia took a master garden- their food costs.
say that Opping out the sod and
Waldrop, in Oklahoma City,
Los Angeles
putting in vegetables gave the ing class at the East
the garden's organic fruit
said
extennia
neighbors their first-ever excuse University of Califor
allowed him to eat in a way he
d
focuse
was
that
m
progra
sion
to speak to them.
garden- could never afford if he bought
"It's kind of like having a on growing food. Other
books everything at the grocery store.
by
d
inspire
were
ers
a
32,
,
Zappia
dog," said Nat
"It's like money growing in
s
"Gala'
as
such
read,
graduate student."No one talked they've
yard," he said.
your
Scale
Garden: A Guide to Hometo us until we had a dog."
has a 1,000 squareCreasy
I
Year
"The
and
"
ulture
Permac
yard
Zappia turned the front
garden that suredible
foot
of the home he and his wife rent Ate My Yard."
rounds her Los Altos, Calif.
much
cost
don't
s
garden
The
a
into
Calif.
,
in Santa Monica
es he home. Among the things she
vegetable garden, with his land- to plant. Zappia estimat
grows: Wheat, sesame, paprika
garden
lord's permission. He estimates spent about $100 on the
peppers and alpine strawberries.
save
wife
his
and
he
says
and
of
it supplies 35 1040 percent

Next, she puts it in a deep
wheelbarrow and blows off thi
chaff with an electric leaf blow:an
cr. Then she grinds it with
attachment for her mixer, bakes
bread and serves it to the neighbors, warm from the oven.
"It's like a sacrament," she
said.
Creasy also keeps eight hens
and one rooster in her yard and
grows sorrel to feed them.
"I would say they're visited
at least once a day by sorn4
child," she said. Her garden
gives kids what grandparents
gave children during a more
rural time, Creasy said.
"I remember my grandfather
slaughtering a chicken and
showing me the insides where
the egg was growing. I remember finding a potato," she said.
"There's a reality to it that sitting and watching TV and
watching video games don't
have."
And it's a reality people can
plant and cultivate themselves,
she said.
"People tell me they went to
Tuscany and ate outside under a
grape arbor," Creasy said.
"Well, they can grow their own
grapes in their yard... People
want meaning in their lives; you
don't have to go to Tuscany to
get it."
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**Especially in the first three
years. I got a lot of code violations." said Bob Waldrop of
Oklahoma City He planted his

Weather
hurts
orchards
PARIS. Ks AP) — Eager
fruit to forage for
picker. have
in ventral Kentucky orchards after
an April freeze and a hail storm
des &stared crop yields
(in iv.en siud peaches and pear.
me a IUD percent loss in many
orchards, though apples on many
farms survived the harsh weather
We base no Asian or European
pears." said Trudie Reed, owner of
Reed Valles Orchard in Bourbon
County About 10 pert ere of the
Reeds' peach crop survived
Orchards nonnally would he
rearing up for the start of the u
pick season Hui free/ing tempera
tures in April severely damaged
Kentucky's fruit crop. and A hail
storm a less weeks later on)potuitird the damage% at seseral
hosuiesses
Reed said their remaining
peaches won't he u-pkked
'There's 0111 much waste, and
we can't afford that." the said
The tames fruit :nip has a retail
value of SILl million annually.
according to John Strang.
I'novenas or Kentucky fruit extension specialist Coat es:mimes of
damage tor this season are
tierWeeTI 11X and Ill)
Reed said her orthard produced
a decent crop of apples. though
bit pervera at the blueberries were
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Register at the
St. Jude's Dream
Home For A
$10,000
Shopping Spree at
Fleming Furniture!
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